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Confidence rising … but 
concern about cashflow
LCCI in partnership with lead-

ing polling agency ComRes 
have released the Capital 500 

Quarterly Economic Survey for the 
first quarter of this year. The survey, 
taken before the triggering of Arti-
cle 50 and the announcement of the 
June election, found that although 
businesses reported an increase 
in confidence and outlook for the 
year ahead there was also concern 
about cashflow as well as finding 
sufficiently skilled candidates to fill 
vacancies. 

LCCI chief executive Colin Stan-
bridge said: “There are many signs 
of improvement; however, not all 
indicators are upbeat.

“We need to ensure that London 

is well equipped to meet the chal-
lenges of Brexit and a population 
that is set to meet 10 million by 
2030.

“Above all, alongside efforts to 
support balanced growth across the 
UK, a new industrial strategy must 
recognise the role that London cur-
rently has and will continue to play 
as the engine of the UK economy.”

Growth
CEBR Economist Vicky Pryce 

added: “The improved confidence in 
the economic outlook in the survey 
chimes with higher growth forecasts 
for 2017 as a whole by the Office for 
Budget Responsibility, Bank of Eng-

land, OECD and IMF. 
“But there is a question as to 

whether the growth momentum 
we saw in 2016 will be sustained 
through 2017”

“Caution ahead is probably what 
we will see, particularly from the 
smaller firms which seem hardest 
hit and the most pessimistic in this 
survey.”

Boost
LCCI makes four key recommen-

dations following the latest survey 
to help the Mayor and the govern-
ment ensure London businesses can 
feel confident and boost productivi-
ty during the negotiation period:

• The government’s finalised in-
dustrial strategy should contain 
a recognition of London as a key 
engine of the national economy 
with its extensive procurement 
and supply chain across the 
UK. Efforts to generate balanced 
growth across the UK should not 
come at the expense of the capi-
tal; London strategic infrastruc-
ture projects should not face un-
necessary delay.

• The Mayor of London should 
champion a single-issue London 
Work Visa granting ‘indefinite 
leave to remain’ in the UK to 
existing EU national employees - 
providing reassurance to current 
employees and their employers.

• While welcome, the discre-
tionary relief announced at 
the Budget will only be benefi-
cial if it reaches the businesses 
most affected by the business 
rates revaluation. Government 
should look to ensure transpar-
ency on where, when and how 
much relief has been allocated 
in local authority areas across 
the capital.

• A revised business case for the 
Crossrail 2 project is current-
ly before the Department for 
Transport for consideration. 
The government should move 
to ensure that accommodation 
is made within Parliamentary 
timetabling for a hybrid bill be-
fore 2019.  

Thomas Waagemakers is senior 
policy research researcher at LCCI

by Thomas 
Wagemaakers

“We need to ensure that London is well 
equipped to meet the challenges of Brexit 
and a population that is set to meet 
10 million by 2030” – Colin Stanbridge
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Preparing for a post-Brexit Europe

LCCI has been clear from the 
outset that for any deal on a 
‘post-Brexit Europe’ to succeed, 

the ‘will of business’ must be reflect-
ed. It will be, after all, businesses 
across Europe that will be at the 
forefront of making whatever new 
political arrangements that emerge 
from the negotiations work. 

This is the rationale which 
brought the Alliance of European 
Metropolitan Chambers (AEMC) 
to London in early April for a ‘Brex-
it summit’. Alliance members from 
across Europe met at City Hall to 
discuss mutual concerns, and share 
points of interest, as the UK stands 
poised to leave the EU. Athens, Ber-
lin, Brussels, Budapest, Frankfurt, 
Madrid, Milan, Paris and Turin 
were amongst the cities that, togeth-
er with an audience over 100 busi-
ness leaders and thinkers, debated 
session topics including business 
priorities for Brexit, migration and 

skills, tariffs, trade and transport 
connectivity. 

Timely
Coming only a week after the 

Prime Minister’s triggering of Arti-
cle 50 at the end of March – begin-
ning the formal process of the UK’s 
withdrawal from the European Un-
ion – the summit was particularly 
timely. Its overriding message to EU 

governments and policy makers was 
that listening to the AEMC – col-
lectively representing hundreds of 
thousands of businesses and tens of 
millions of workers – is a good place 
to start as negotiations get under-
way. 

The summit began with Mayor 
of London Sadiq Khan urging Al-
liance members to call upon their 
own political leaders to ensure that 

Brexit negotiations are conducted in 
the best interests of their businesses, 
and the future of their cities. Khan 
urged AEMC leaders to fight “for a 
Brexit deal that works for London, 
the UK and the rest of Europe” by 
“increasing collaboration and fos-
tering new business links that ben-
efit all of us”.

“I’m in no doubt that it’s possi-
ble to secure a sensible Brexit deal 
that protects jobs, growth and in-
vestment across the continent. The 
notion that our cities should only 
compete with each other – or that 

Brexit May 20174

by Rob Griggs
“London’s global 
competitiveness 
supports the 
competitiveness of 
businesses in 
Frankfurt, Paris, 
Madrid – and all of 
Europe’s great cities.”

European experts on the spot
From post-Brexit business to the con-
tinent’s transport links – the key topics 
were covered by a host of European 
specialists in four panels.

Priorities for business post-Brexit
Carlos Prieto, managing director, Madrid 
Chamber of Commerce; Vicky Pryce, 
economic adviser to British Chambers 
of Commerce; Alexandra Jones, chief 
executive, Centre for Cities; Etienne Guyot, 
director general, Paris Region Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry; Jan Eder, executive 
director, Berlin Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry; and Colin Stanbridge, chief 
executive, London Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (above, l-r)

Accessing a skilled workforce – 
securing flexible migration across 
Europe
Clive Memmott, chief executive, Greater 
Manchester Chamber of Commerce; 
Professor Jonathan Portes, professor 
of economics and public policy, King’s 
College London; Dr Neil Blake, EMEA chief 

economist, CBRE; Kulveer Ranger, vice 
president strategy and communications, Atos; 
Julia Onslow-Cole, head of global immigration 
and legal markets leader, PwC; Olivier 
Willocx, chief executive, Brussels Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (above, l-r)

Maintaining commerce – avoiding 
barriers to trade and exports
Vincenzo Ilotte, president, Turin Chamber 
of Commerce; Guy Miscampbell, senior 

consultant, WPI Economics; Penny Naas, 
managing director international public 
affairs, UPS; Professor Tony Travers, 
director, LSE London; Dr Mathias Muller, 
president, Frankfurt Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry; Peter Bishop, deputy chief 
executive, London Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (below left, l-r)

Keeping Europe moving – accessible 
transport links
Clive Memmott, chief executive, Greater 
Manchester Chamber of Commerce; 
Christopher Snelling, head of national and 
regional policy and public affairs, Freight 
Transport Association; Colin Stanbridge, chief 
executive, London Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry; Mary Rose Burke, chief 
executive, Dublin Chamber of Commerce; 
Áron Littvay-Kovács, international director, 
Budapest Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (above, l-r)
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European cities might benefit in the 
form of jobs, businesses and trans-
actions moving away from London 
– is misguided.” 

 
Damage

The Mayor said that growth need 
not be a zero-sum game for our cit-
ies. “London’s global competitive-
ness supports the competitiveness 
of businesses in Frankfurt, Paris, 
Madrid – and all of Europe’s great 
cities. And the damage of financial 
business moving away from Lon-
don and Europe to New York, Hong 
Kong and Singapore would be bad 
for us all.

“Despite Brexit, I’m optimis-
tic about London’s future and our 
place as the best city in the world 
to do business. I want businesses 
across Europe to know that they 
will always be welcome here and, 
now more than ever, we should be 
increasing our collaborations and 
fostering new business links that 
will benefit all of us. The truth is 

that London will always remain 
a key partner for European cities 
and countries long after Brexit is 
resolved.” 

Risk
At the summit AEMC members 

signed a ‘declaration’ highlighting 
their collective view, as European 
Chambers of Commerce, that the 
process of Brexit will inevitably 
present varying challenges to the 
good functioning of pan-European 
business, and that a ‘hard’ Brexit 
could pose significant risk to job 
creation and wealth production in 
the UK, the EU and wider Europe. 

As advocates for businesses in 
our cities, regions and states, AEMC 
undertook to harness its collective 
energies, resources and experienc-
es and work together to make a 
positive contribution in the testing 
months and years ahead. This has 
begun with a call for a realistic tran-
sitional period for Brexit, to create 
sufficient space for European busi-
ness and European governments to 
adjust to a new situation. 

Status
The summit closed with Lord 

Bridges, Under Secretary of State 
at the Department for Exiting the 

European Union, emphasising that 
while the UK is leaving the Europe-
an Union, it is definitely not leav-
ing Europe.  He confirmed the UK 
government’s wish to see the status 
of both UK nationals in the EU and 
EU nationals in the UK resolved 
as early as possible in the negotia-
tions, and government’s view that 
businesses in both the UK and the 
EU would benefit from implemen-
tation periods to adjust in a smooth 
and orderly way to new arrange-
ments.

LCCI chief executive Colin Stan-
bridge said that whilst the Chamber 
had always enjoyed working along-
side our European Chamber col-
leagues, “now is a chance to solidify 
those relationships and ensure we 
have an even stronger partnership 
moving forward”. The AEMC sum-
mit is the start of that process. There 
is much more to come. 

Rob Griggs is head of the public 
affairs team at LCCI

We declare … 
The declaration adopted 
at City Hall by the Alliance 
of European Metropolitan 
Chambers called for the UK 
government and EU institutions 
to actively consider a realistic 
transitional period for Brexit. 
“Such a transitional period 
would create sufficient space 
for European business and 
European governments to 
adjust to a new situation.

The resilience of the European 
economy partly rests on the 
interdependency of European 
businesses. To maintain a 
successful future European 
economy, several key aspects 
need to be addressed in a 
transitional period:

• Ensuring access to a skilled 

workforce – securing flexible 
migration of labour across 
Europe

• Sustaining commerce – 
minimising barriers to trade 
and export activity between 
the regions of Europe

• Keeping Europe moving – 
preserving open aviation 
and maritime arrangements, 

safeguarding land 
transportation links

• Safeguarding innovation – 
maintaining competitiveness 
in R&D, science and 
technology and promoting 
the circulation of intellectual 
capital.”

The declaration was signed 

by the chambers of commerce 
of Athens, Barcelona, Berlin, 
Brussels, Dublin, Frankfurt, 
London, Madrid, Paris and Turin 
who undertook to harness their 
“collective energies, resources 
and experiences and work 
together to make a positive 
contribution in the months and 
years ahead.”
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On the road in Europe
Mayor of London Sadiq 

Khan and deputy may-
or for business Rajesh 

Agrawal took to the road in Eu-
rope in March – in the week that 
Article 50 was triggered – to rein-
force the message that London is 
open to businesses, visitors and 
students.    

Three separate delegations 
– under the banner of the May-
or’s International Business Pro-
gramme – visited Berlin, Paris and 
Madrid  and focused on different 
elements of the tech sector, attend-
ing a full itinerary of events with 
global leaders such as Siemens, 
Pfizer, Bayer, KPMG, GQ, BBVA, 
Santander, Telefonica, WeWork 
and Made.com.

The Mayor and Rajesh Agrawal 

were keen to strengthen relation-
ships with European companies 
with a London base. Their dis-
cussions resulted in a number of 
companies including Ferrovial and 
Telefonica announcing plans to 
expand their presence in the City, 
whilst Siemens pledged their long-

term commitment to investment 
in the UK capital. 

Culture
In Paris the Mayor met his 

counterpart, Anne Hidalgo and 
announced new business and 
tourism collaborations between 
London and Paris. The tourism 
link-up will launch in 2018 and 
focus on key common drivers for 
international visitors to both cit-
ies, such as culture and heritage. It 
will combine the resources of both 
VisitLondon.com and Parisinfo.
com. 

The business collaboration, 
known as the Paris-London Busi-
ness Welcome Programme, will 
help companies based in London 
and Paris to expand into new in-

ternational markets.  It is part of 
a wider initiative for London to 
build closer relationships with key 
global cities to encourage and fa-
cilitate greater flows of trade and 
investment.

London & Partners, the capital’s 
promotional agency, developed 
a business marketing campaign 
to support the European trip and 
longer term programme. The cam-
paign focused on collaboration 
and promotional films achieved 
over 520,000 views and 1.9 million 
impressions during the five days of 
the trip. LCCI is a partner in the 
Mayor’s International Trade Pro-
gramme and is involved in much 
of the logistics of the market visits.

www.londonandpartners.com

“Three separate 
delegations visited 
Berlin, Paris and 
Madrid and focused 
on different 
elements of the  
tech sector.”
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Homes for first time buyers 
and council housing should 
be the priorities when con-

sidering how to spend the £3.15 bil-
lion set aside for new houses in Lon-
don, business leaders have said.

A new LCCI survey has found 
that businesses prioritise homes 
for first time buyers (41 per cent), 
followed by council housing (35 per 
cent). More than half rank council 
housing among the top two priori-
ties and seven in ten rank homes for 
first time buyers among the top two.

Only 13 per cent believe shared 
ownership should be the main pri-
ority, followed by privately rented 
housing. 

Talent
LCC chief executive Colin Stan-

bridge said: “We know that we are 
in the midst of a housing crisis and 
the effect on businesses cannot be 
underestimated. If skilled workers 
cannot afford to live in London 
businesses will not be able to attract 
the talent that is so vital for growth. 

“This support for first time buy-
ers is an indication of businesses’ 
desire to recruit and retain young 
skilled workers in ever more com-

petitive labour market.
“Similarly, the onus on social 

housing could be a sign of concerns 
about the loss of lower wage, lower 
skilled workers.”

 
Barriers

A previous LCCI survey found 
that just under half of London busi-
nesses thought insufficient housing 
was one of the top three barriers to 
London’s competitiveness. 

Last November Chancellor Phil-
ip Hammond announced plans 
to tackle London’s housing cri-
sis with a record £3.15 billion to 
build 90,000 affordable homes by 
mid-2021. The Chancellor has 
also relaxed restrictions so that the 
cash can be used to support low-
cost rents and shared ownership 
schemes.

Balance needed in 
introducing ULEZ
Commenting on the news that 

London Mayor Sadiq Khan 
has confirmed he will bring 

forward the introduction of an ul-
tra-low emission zone (ULEZ) to 
2019 and plans to expand it from 
central London to the North Cir-
cular and South Circular roads in 
2021, LCCI chief executive Colin 
Stanbridge said: “We agree that it is 
important for government and busi-
nesses to work together to improve 
air quality, but are also concerned 
about the financial impact on small 
businesses, not least if the goalposts 
are shifted.” 

Relief
Stanbridge said that the proposed 

2021 date for expanding the ULEZ 
zone to the north and south circu-
lars came as some relief, given the 
concerns about the proposal and 

suggestions that it too might be 
introduced as soon as 2019. This 
would not give businesses enough 
time to prepare.

He said “We continue to call for 
an economic assessment of the im-
pact of the proposals on London’s 
small businesses in particular, to-
gether with steps to make sure that 
businesses are supported to adapt to 
any changes.”

New homes for first time 
buyers are a priority

Mireille Turner
Solicitor

Mackrell Turner Garrett Solicitors
Savoy Hill House, Savoy Hill, London WC2R 0BU
Tel: +44 20 7240 0521   
Fax: +44 20 7240 9457
Email: mireille.turner@mackrell.com
www.mackrell.com
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Business Names – 
Think Carefully

When it comes to contemplating 
names for your company’s 
business, your own name or 
the combined names of co-
founders may be the first logical 
consideration; to have your own 
name as the face of an iconic 
brand represents exactly what 
you have worked so hard for. 

For the likes of Karen Millen 
(amongst many others) this 
worked nicely for a while. She 
grew her retail empires. Her 
name was up in lights. She made 
phenomenal profits. Then she 
sold her business and lost her 
rights to use her own name.

How did this happen? 
Millen sold her shares in her 
business to a third party. Under 
the terms of the sale and 
purchase agreement (SPA), 
Millen agreed to observe a 
number of restrictive covenants 
including a covenant not to 
use her name in connection 
with any similar businesses 
or competition in the future, 
anywhere in the world.

Several years later, Millen 
sought to set up a new 
business selling homeware 
using her own name, which 
she was prevented from doing 
as a result of the restrictive 
covenants contained in the SPA. 
Despite the company’s name 
being her own name, an ‘own-
name’ trade mark, according 
to the courts, does not provide 
that asset with a special quality 

and it may be bought and sold 
like any other asset.

What were her options? The 
courts recognise that if an 
exiting shareholder has been 
paid handsomely for their 
shares, restrictive covenants are 
enforceable only in so far as they 
go no further than necessary 
to protect the legitimate 
business interests of the buyer. 
Otherwise, such restrictive 
covenants may be considered to 
be a restraint of trade.

Millen may have been well 
advised to either apply a time 
limit on the period she would 
be restricted from using her 
own name in business and/
or from carving out from the 
name restriction the fact she 
may be able to use her name in 
other lines on non-competing 
business such as homeware. 

Alternatively, and more 
importantly, Millen should 
have carefully considered, at 
the very outset of her business 
venture, her intentions for her 
business; was she in this for the 
foreseeable long term or for a 
short term exit?

If you are considering setting 
up a new business or changing 
your business’s name you 
should carefully consider the 
potential ramifications of doing 
so, alternatively take heed from 
Ray Kelvin (the founder of 
Ted Baker) and put a fictitious 
name up in lights...

[Click/tap for more info]
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The latest update of TheCi-
tyUK’s annual UK Key Facts 
report reveals the strong 

productivity of the UK-based fi-
nancial and related professional 
services industry, with gross value 
added (GVA) per employee close to 
£79,500 – more than 1.5 times the 
average employee contribution of 
£52,000 in other sectors.

The report underlines the sig-
nificant contribution the industry 
makes to the UK economy and 
provides an essential single source 
of information about it. As well as 
the latest economic statistics on 
industry exports, employment and 
taxation, the report also includes 
facts and data about the banking, 
insurance, wealth management 
and related professional services 
sectors.

Highlights of the report include:
• UK-based financial and relat-

ed professional services employ 

7.3 per cent of the UK’s work-
ing population, over 2.2 million 
people, two thirds of whom are 

outside London.
• The industry makes up 10.7 per 

cent of UK economy as meas-
ured by GVA, a total of £176 bil-
lion in 2015.

• Over 21 towns and cities in the 
UK each have over 10,000 people 
employed in financial and relat-
ed professional services.

• As the UK’s largest exporting 
industry, financial and related 
professional services run a trade 
surplus of around £72 billion, 
greater than all other exporting 
industries combined.

• Financial services remain the 
UK’s largest tax paying sector, 
contributing 11.5 per cent of 
total UK tax receipts in 2015/16 
(£71bn) 

• The total value of payments 
made by cheque has fallen by 
66 per cent over the last decade 
to £400 billion in 2016 – yet 
major banks’ customers used 
internet banking to transfer 
£6.4 billion a week in 2014, and 
mobile banking apps to trans-
fer £1.7 billion a week in the 
same year.

• The UK insurance industry paid 
out an average of £2,400 per per-

son in the UK in 2015 in pension 
benefits, claims related to life in-
surance, accident and disability 
policies, and general insurance 
claims.

Prosperous
Miles Celic, chief executive, 

TheCityUK, said: “UK-based fi-
nancial and related professional 
services is fundamental to a pros-
perous economy, both at a nation-
al and local level. The industry is 
a major employer providing high 
value, high productivity jobs right 
across the country. It is Britain’s 
biggest net exporting industry and 
the largest tax contributor, helping 
to pay for vital public services like 
the NHS.

“Financial and related profes-
sional services impact our dai-
ly lives, helping us to safely and 
securely make payments, buy a 
home, save for the future and man-
age risk. It is also a key attractor of 
inward investment and generates 
much needed export income to 
offset the UK’s deficit in trade in 
goods.

www.thecityuk.com

“Financial and related professional services 
impact our daily lives, helping us to safely and 
securely make payments, buy a home, save for  
the future and manage risk.”

City news
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HM The Queen is not only 
the longest-reigning British 
monarch, she is also the most 

travelled sovereign in British his-
tory, having undertaken more than 
250 overseas visits during her 65-
year reign. During 2016 alone, The 
Queen carried out over 300 official 
engagements the length and breadth 
of the UK. An important part of 
these occasions is the receiving or 
exchanging of gifts, the subject of the 
special exhibition Royal Gifts at this 
year’s Summer Opening of the State 
Rooms at Buckingham Palace.

Significant
Displayed throughout the 

magnificent State Rooms, 
more than 250 objects 
from some 100 countries 
and territories will ex-
plore Her Majesty’s role 
as Head of State, Head 
of the Commonwealth 
and Head of Nation. The 
exhibition will include 
gifts given during State 
Visits, overseas tours and 
official engagements and 
those presented to mark 
significant moments in 
The Queen’s life.

During a State Visit, 
whether incoming or 
outgoing, it is custom-
ary for gifts to be ex-
changed as a symbol 
of goodwill between 

the two countries. The Vessel of 
Friendship, a model of the ‘treasure 
ship’ sailed by the 15th-century Chi-
nese navigator and diplomat Zeng 

He, was presented to Her Maj-
esty by President Xi Jinping 
of the People’s Republic of 
China during the State Vis-

it to Buckingham Palace in 
October 2015. The ship is 
decorated with a dove, an 
olive branch medallion and 

traditional Chinese symbols 
of friendship and peace.

Official gifts are often ex-
amples of local craftsmanship 

and artistic traditions, such as 
the colourful beaded Yoruba 

throne presented to The Queen 
by the people of Nigeria in 

1956. Beadwork and roy-
alty are closely associated 
in Yoruba culture, and 
large quantities of beads 
are considered a sign of 
wealth and status. The 

The art 
of giving

Apprenticeships – what are  
the employer responsibilities?

London South Bank University
Apprenticeships Team
103 Borough Road 
 London SE1 0AA
Tel: +44 (0)207 815 7324
Email: apprenticeships@lsbu.co.uk

As more and more employers capitalise on Higher and Degree 
Apprenticeships to train their staff, it is inevitable that many will  
also have questions and require support with the process. 

London South Bank University (LSBU) is ideally placed to support 
employers with the apprenticeships process. The university has one 
of the largest cohorts of employer sponsored students backed up 
by an Apprenticeships team of six experts who provide dedicated 
account management for employers.

In the past year alone, we have engaged with over 2,000 employers 
about apprenticeships and one of the most common questions we 
get asked is what is the process and what do we have to do?

We have laid out the process clearly below:

1. Levy-paying employers calculate their levy funds via the 
Apprenticeship Service.  Non-levy payers will pay only 10% of 
the training cost (direct to the training provider), and the training 
provider will invoice the Skills Funding Agency for the outstanding 
90%.

2. An employer decides to send staff on an apprenticeship 
programme, fully aware that an apprenticeship programme is 
much more than simply a qualification and requires employer 
commitment. Apprentices can be new staff (LSBU can support 
you to find the right candidates) or existing staff, but must meet 
the entry requirements for the relevant standard and for the 
university.

3. The employer decides which apprenticeship programme to send 
staff on (a list of all standards can be found at: https://www.gov.
uk/government/collections/apprenticeship-standards).

4. The employer and apprentice register with the Apprenticeship 
Service and select a training provider (https://www.gov.uk/apply-
apprenticeship). 

5. The apprentice applies via the training provider’s apprenticeship 
application form and, once accepted, the employer approves the 
application.

6. The employer and apprentice sign contracts with the training 
provider.

7. The apprenticeship commences and the training provider provides 
regular feedback to the employer.

8. The employer continues to play a role, particularly with regard to 
the formal work-based learning and the end point assessment.

If this  sounds like the kind  of thing that could benefit your 
business, then for 2017/18 we plan to offer  22 higher and degree 
apprenticeships and we’ll be  adding new ones over time.

Get in touch with the LSBU Apprenticeships Team to discuss your 
needs and how we can support you.
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interlaced motifs on the throne hold 
spiritual meaning, including respect 
for ancestors. A pair of baskets woven 
from coconut leaves, given by Queen 
Sālote Tupou III of Tonga in 1953 
during The Queen and The Duke of 
Edinburgh’s seven-month Common-
wealth Tour, are examples of a crea-
tive industry that Queen Sālote had 
re-established on the island.

Mythical
During a visit to Canada in 1971, 

Her Majesty was presented with a 
wooden totem pole carved by the 
Kwakiutl people of Canada’s north-
west coast. Standing at 78 centime-
tres high, the pole is topped by the 
mythical thunderbird with out-
stretched wings. A totem pole on 
a much larger scale, carved from a 
single log of Western Red Cedar, 
had been given to The Queen by the 
people of British Columbia to mark 
the centenary of the Province in 
1958. The 100-foot-tall (30.5 metres) 
pole, one foot for every year, stands 
in Windsor Great Park. On a visit 
to Namibia and Zimbabwe for the 
Commonwealth Head of Govern-
ment’s Meeting in 1991, Her Majes-
ty received a beautiful hand-beaten 
silver bowl of fruits from President 
Kenneth Kaunda, on behalf of the 
Government and people of Zam-
bia. The silver banana, pear, apple, 
orange, tangerine, plum, pawpaw, 
cherries and grapes are all fruits 
grown in Zambia.

Every year The Queen grants 
over 100 private meetings, known 
as audiences, to leading figures in 
public life. Many of these are with 
new Ambassadors and High Com-
missioners, who present Her Majes-

ty with their formal credentials and 
often bring a gift to represent their 
nation. The terracotta figure of The 
Great Mother, given to The Queen 
in 2013 by the Ambassador of the 
Republic of Macedonia, Jovan Don-
ev, is a replica of the famous Neo-
lithic figure discovered in Tumba 
Madžari in Skopje.

Tradition
Gifts received from around the 

world to mark significant occasions 
in Her Majesty’s life, such as birth-
days and Jubilees, often make ref-
erence to the historical or personal 
relationship between the monarch 
and the nation. In 2016, to celebrate 
The Queen’s 90th birthday, Salt Is-
land, one of the British Virgin Is-
lands, presented Her Majesty with 
a linen bag containing salt. This gift 
reflected the tradition, reintroduced 
in 2015, of the Island paying the 
monarch an annual rent of a pound 
of salt on their birthday.

Royal Gifts will include over 100 
items given to Her Majesty by the 
people and organisations of the Unit-
ed Kingdom on The Queen’s many 
visits around the country. Among 
them is a gilded bronze owl, a small-

scale replica of the owls designed by 
John Thorp for the plinths outside 
Leeds Civic Hall and inspired by the 
bird in the coat of arms of the City 
of Leeds. On a visit to Aldgate East 
Tube Station in 2010, The Queen was 
presented with a Buckingham Palace 

London Underground sign while 
meeting staff at the station.

Royal Gifts at the Summer Opening 
of Buckingham Palace takes place 
from 22 July to 1 October 2017 
www.royalcollection.org.uk

“During a State Visit 
it is customary for 
gifts to be 
exchanged as a 
symbol of goodwill 
between the two 
countries”
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Building bridges and 
growing networks

It’s been almost a year since Sadiq 
Khan won the election and asked 
me to become his deputy mayor 

for business. With his commitment 
to become the most pro-business 
Mayor London had ever seen, he 
handed me the formidable task of 
leading this effort, a task that was 
made more complicated when the 
UK voted to leave the European 
Union. 

Like many of you, I wanted Brit-
ain to stay in the EU and Sadiq, as 
I’m sure you know, campaigned pas-
sionately for Remain. The reaction 
in London last June, a city that had 
voted on mass to remain in Europe, 
was one of shock and disappoint-
ment.  This was quickly followed 
by great concern for the future, as 
Londoners came to terms with the 
fact that the UK was really going to 
leave.

But, as the dust settled, business-
es in the capital started to face up 
to the reality, challenges, and op-
portunities posed by Brexit. In this 
scenario, despite Brexit, I believe we 
can and must be confident about 
London’s future.

Diversity
The Mayor launched the London 

is Open campaign shortly after the 
referendum, to spread the message 
that here in London, we celebrate 
diversity. We will always be a global 
city which is vibrant, tolerant, inno-
vative and open – open to invest-
ment, trade, and talent. London is, 
and will remain, the best place in the 
world to do business.

Like many of you, I wasn’t born 
in this city, nor even in this country. 

When I came here from India, I had 
just a few possessions and a couple 
of hundred pounds.

London gave me the opportu-
nity to succeed, to start and grow 
my own business. Just as it gave 
the Mayor and his family the op-
portunities they needed. Just as it 
has given so many of you, who are 
immigrants or the children of immi-
grants, the opportunities you need-
ed to succeed.

Now it is incumbent on us to 

ensure that London continues to 
be open to talented people from 
Europe, from Asia, and around the 
world.

Europe
Over the last ten months Sadiq 

and I have been meeting business 
people, entrepreneurs and workers 
from across London to better un-
derstand what our city economy 
needs from the UK’s future relation-
ship with Europe. These meetings 

brought to light how important ac-
cess to European markets and talent 
is to London’s business.

The Mayor has met with the 
Prime Minister, the Chancellor and 
the Brexit Secretary amongst oth-
ers to push the case for London on 
issues like access to markets and 
talent. In these meetings the Mayor 
joins his voice with that of London’s 
businesses and we have begun to see 
the government speak more con-
structively on some of the key issues.  

The Mayor has laid out a clear call 
for the negotiations with the Euro-
pean Union to focus on protecting 
barrier free trade between UK and 
EU businesses.

We have lobbied hard for an early 
interim deal, to cover the length of 
the negotiations on trade beyond 
Brexit, and to provide businesses 
with the security they need.  And 
we are pushing hard for an iron-
clad guarantee to be given to all EU 
citizens living in the UK before the 
negotiations begin in earnest.

Meanwhile, we are also working 
with businesses to call for a future 
immigration system that guaran-
tees London can access the talent it 
needs from the rest of the world – to 
make sure that talented people from 
Asia, Africa, the Americas and be-
yond can continue to come here and 
contribute to our economy. 

Appreciation
The EU Referendum vote does 

not alter London’s position as the 
best place in Europe to invest in and 
grow a business. This has been clear 
whenever I travelled overseas in my 
first few months in this job – during 
which I have undertaken trade mis-
sions to Canada, the United States, 
India and, most recently, Berlin, 
Paris and Madrid.

There has been confusion about 
the Brexit vote but there is also an 
appreciation that the things that 
make London so competitive have 
not changed.

You just have to look at some of 
the recent investments that have 
been made in London to confirm 
this. Google have put forward a £1 
billion investment plan for a new 
headquarters in King’s Cross. Face-
book announced an additional 500 

by Rajesh Agrawal

G P Hinduja Vijay Goel
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jobs for London. And Apple re-
vealed its plans for a new headquar-
ters in Battersea. 

These were followed by invest-
ments for London from Amazon, 
Expedia and Snap, as well as invest-
ments from Asian-based compa-
nies like Wipro Infotech and 
Usha Martin Technologies. 

Strength
When I look around and 

see the strength of the Asian 
Business Community it gives me 
another reason to remain confident 
in London’s future. At a time when 
the Mayor and I are working hard 

to dispel the image that Brexit has 
created for London, you provide a 
living example of how open London 
is, and the opportunities this great 
city provides. 

As we move towards leaving the 
European Union, London must 

look increasingly to the fast 
growing economies in Asia 
for future trading and in-
vestment partners. 

This means an oppor-
tunity – and perhaps even 

a duty – for us to become am-
bassadors for this city, amongst the 
communities and the nations from 
which you or your families first 

arrived in London. There is an op-
portunity to build bridges and grow 
networks that will help shape the 
next chapter in this city’s history.

The above is an edited version 
of the speech given by Rajesh 
Agrawal, deputy mayor of 
London for business, at the 
2017 annual dinner of the Asian 
Business Association of the 
London Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry. The dinner was 
sponsored by Heathrow and 
Lloyds Bank, supported by the 
India Business Group and took 
place at the Savoy Hotel, London.

Vijay Goel (right) was presented with a memento of his highly-successful and 
much-praised time as ABA chairman by his successor Tony Matharu.

Carol Hui of Heathrow with Rajesh Agrawal

Red alert, red alert
One of the most frustrating 
issues we experience in 
Intellectual Property comes 
from businesses self-filing their 
brands as trade marks. 

All too often businesses, 
convinced self-filing is easy, opt 
for cheap and cheerful services. 
The problem isn’t that they’re not 
coming to us and we’re losing out 
(because we do end up seeing 
them...!), it’s that the marks they 
register are at best questionable, 
and at worst – utterly useless!

That’s when our phone rings 
and we pick up the pieces (at 
greater cost than if we were 
instructed to help in the first 
place).  With that in mind, the 
four principles why self-filing is a 
road to ruin are:
1. Clearance: A lot of self-filers 

don’t do clearance searches. 
Those that do... don’t know 
what to look for. Professional 
guidance ensures not only 
that the trade mark is not in 
use – but that the landscape 
is suitably fertile to grow a 
new brand.

2. Distinctiveness: Commonly, 
self-filed trade marks are: 
descriptive or use the 
proprietor’s own name. These 
marks are then registered 
with little-to-no distinctive 
elements – offering (you 
guessed it) little-to-no 
genuine protection and often 
refused!

3. Strategy: Registering a trade 
mark is the first step to building 
a truly recognisable business. 
It’s not something that should 
be done on a whim. Self-filers 
often don’t register with long-
term strategy in mind and get 
pipped to other territories or 
classifications.

4. Cost: the real cost of self-
filing. Whether it’s any of the 
weaknesses above, instant 
invalidation, or just long-term 
management of a shoddy mark 
– registering a bad trade mark 
can be a very costly mistake!

Because of this (and so much 
more) I wholeheartedly believe 
that it’s become part of our duty 
of care as IP professionals to help 
people help themselves - and nip 
this emerging trend in the bud.

SPONSORED COLUMN

Virtuoso Legal –  
The Intellectual 
Property Specialists
Tel: 020 7412 8372
philip@virtuosolegal.com
www.virtuosolegal.com

[Click/tap for more info]

http://www.virtuosolegal.com


The shipping minister, John 
Hayes MP and deputy mayor 
of London for Transport, Val 

Shawcross were among more than 
30 business leaders and politicians 
who joined the Port of London 
Authority’s (PLA) first port infra-
structure meeting, discussing the 
road, rail, river and crossing con-
nections needed to unlock the fore-
cast growth of the port over the next 
20 years.

The catalyst for discussions was 
forecasts from the Thames Vision, 
a 20-year development framework 
for the river, which show that port 
trade could grow by as much as 
30 million tonnes over the next 20 
years to 80 million tonnes.   Last 
year trade on the Thames increased 

by more than 10 per cent to 50 mil-
lion tonnes.

Guests at the event, hosted by 
Thurrock MP, Jackie Doyle Price 
(pictured above, left), included 
representatives from strategically 
important port/terminals respon-
sible for bringing in aggregates, 
fuel, food and much more on the 
Thames: Forth Ports, DP World 
London Gateway, Shell, Ford, 
Tate & Lyle, Tarmac and Cemex.   
Among the local authorities repre-
sented were Kent County Council, 
Thurrock, the London Borough 
of Dagenham & Redbridge, Royal 
Borough of Greenwich and Grave-
sham Borough Council. Infrastruc-
ture providers attending included 
Department for Transport, High-
ways England, Network Rail and 
Transport for London. 

 
Vital

Commenting on the event John 
Hayes said: “Ports play a vital role in 
the UK economy as the gateway for 
our exports and we want to see them 
flourish.   Improving road, rail and 
river transport links will significantly 
boost the connections between our 
ports and key markets.   That is why 
we have launched a port connectivity 
study to explore ways to improve our 
transport links and support econom-
ic growth for the next 10 years.  

“We are already making record 
investments in transport, with £15 
billion on road schemes and over 
£40 billion on the rail network, and 
meeting with industry leaders is 
crucial in ensuring that the needs of 
our great ports are met.”

PLA chief executive, Robin Mor-
timer, explained: “The Vision sets 
out a bold ambition for the Port of 
London to be the biggest it has ever 
been.   Thames terminal operators 
are committed to investing in new 
facilities and ships to achieve that 
goal.   The role of the infrastructure 
meeting is to take a long term look 
at the landside and river connec-
tions to get goods from terminals to 
customers and from manufacturers 
to the port for export.  These termi-
nals offer efficient, low carbon sup-
ply, as they are so close to the UK’s 
major markets.

“This was a really good first 
session, where we focused on the 
Lower Thames Crossing, the trad-
ing implications of leaving the Eu-
ropean Union and the UK’s freight 
strategy.”

  
The Port of London Authority 
(PLA) is responsible for 
navigational, safety and related 
matters on 95 miles of the 
tidal Thames from the sea to 
Teddington in west London. The 
PLA provides navigational, port 
control / Vessel Traffic Services, 
safety, pilot, diving and other 
services for users of the Thames. 
www.pla.co.uk

Bold ambition for Port of London
“Port trade could 
grow by as much as 
30 million tonnes 
over the next 
20 years to 
80 million tonnes”

n Taiwan: Taipei
Food sector, drinks and packaging related 
industries
Tuesday 20 – Friday 23 June 2017

n United Nations: Geneva and 
Copenhagen 
Tuesday 10 – Thursday 12 October 2017
Register your interest with 
Marta Zanfrini
Tel: 0207 203 1822 
Email: mzanfrini@londonchamber.co.uk

n Iran: Tehran
Multi-sector
October 2017
Register your interest with 
Marta Zanfrini
Tel: 0207 203 1822 
Email: mzanfrini@londonchamber.co.uk

LCCI trade missions
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Overseas business  
opportunities

Do you want to access a selection of business co-operation offers 
made by European companies wishing to work with UK firms? Every 
month Enterprise Europe Network publishes a Business Opportunities 
in Europe Bulletin, which contains the latest co-operation offers from 
companies across the EU and beyond. To find out more about this 
issue’s listed overseas business opportunities or to subscribe to the 
bulletin contact Enterprise Europe Network London at enterprise.
europe@londonchamber.co.uk or 020 7248 1992. 

France 
Specialist in food 
product representation 
offers commercial agency 
services. Company’s core 
activities are commercial 
representation and selling 
foreign companies’ products 
within a commercial partnership. 
The company concentrates on 
food products for consumers 
with a mass-market retailing 
focus. They work alongside its 
partners as a French commercial 
agency contract. 
Ref: BRFR20170301001

Italy
Producer of homemade 
ice creams seeks 
distributors in the EU market. 
The company is specialised in 
the production of homemade 
single-portion ice cream for 
wholesale export through food 
service channels, bars and 
speciality shops and gourmet 
outlets. Its best-known product 
is Tartufo of Pizzo which is made 
from chocolate ice cream and 
hazelnut ice cream with a dark 
chocolate centre. The company 
seeks distributors for the Horeca 
channel in the EU the market.
Ref: BOIT20161218003

Turkey
Manufacturer of 
machine parts, 
hydraulics and spare parts for 
automotive industry is looking 
for commercial agencies in 
Europe. The company’s range 
of products include balance 
shafts and lever arms, jacks and 
metal sheet pieces, wheel nuts, 
transition connection elements, 
stoppers, pneumatically 
products and nuts. Moreover, 
the company also produces 
auxiliary parts, platform lifts, 
mobile lifts, rescuers and height 
platforms. 
Ref: BOTR20161230002

Belgium
Manufacturer of 
luxury comfy wear, is 
looking for partners to establish 
long-term collaboration under 
a distribution services or 
commercial agency agreement. 
At this moment, the company is 
ready to expand their business 
further abroad with a focus on 

countries with a high spending 
population. They are looking 
for a partner who has contacts 
with upmarket fashion chains, 
boutiques, lingerie and sport 
shops.  
Ref: BOBE20170111001

Israel
Privately-owned 
innovative import 
and marketing company seeks 
camping accessories and 
gas products for home and 
industrial use. The company is 
searching for manufacturers 
and suppliers of thermocouple 
wires, earthquake and gas 
valves, gas tubes, gas burners, 
insulated copper tubes, fittings, 
LPG rubber hoses, disposable 
and reusable gas cartridges 
in various sizes, portable gas 
stoves, butane gas torches 
and camping accessories. The 
company is interested in a 
commercial agency agreement.
Ref: BRIL20170122001

Hungary
Factory  producer 
of chairs and other 
seating products using a 
unique technology is looking 
for commercial partners. The 
main products manufactures are 
dining sets, seating, tables made 
of beech and oak wood. The 
products are offered especially 
to hotels, restaurants, meeting 
halls and offices. The company 
is looking for manufacturing 
agreements, but it is also ready 
to act as a subcontractor.
Ref:  BOHU20160831001

Spain
SME, expert in 
developing innovative 
tools for designing the layout of 
terminals of containers based 
in multicriteria decision-making 
techniques, has recently created 
a series of tools based on the 
Analytical Hierarchy Process 
(AHP) that consider the most 
relevant points: safety and 
security, environmental care 
and cost efficiency. They seek 
partners for R&D agreements 
or commercial agreements with 
technical assistance to adapt 
the technologies to specific 
situations and requirements.
Ref:  TOES20170217001

For more information, go to: www.hunteradams.co.uk 
or contact the team: holly.milne@hunteradams.co.uk

The graveyards are littered with failed CEOs.
I’m treading on thin ice here, but bear with me ...

You meet staff, you ask them 
about working in the company. 
They are respectful and try to 
identify the positives, but you 
know very quickly the issue is the 
CEO.

You talk to the CEO, mention 
morale is low and staff are disen-
gaged – they disagree.

The problem for most CEOs is 
the lack of feedback they re-
ceive. How often have you given 
your CEO some feedback on 
their behaviours in meetings?

In the office staff will typically 
bow down to the business leader 
... but when they get into small 
groups or with their friends in the 
pub, the mask is removed and 
the reality comes to light. The 
company’s brand can be dam-
aged overnight.

Many CEOs have progressed 
through their ‘discipline’ and as  
a reward for their technical, 
commercial or sales performance 
they find themselves in CEO 
roles. They have very little train-
ing, coaching or honest feed-
back to suggest that they are 
anything other than perfect. 
They often remove themselves 
from any form of development 
or feedback/performance pro-

cesses. Often they fail to manage 
the performance of their direct 
reports and performance man-
agement only kicks in at the  
lower levels. This is a recipe for 
disengagement.

Many engagement reports sug-
gest that only 47% of UK MDs 
and CEOs are engaged. This 
makes staff engagement espe-
cially tricky. 

So, help the boss out and con-
sider the following ‘Quick Tips’:

1. Encourage the leader to hold 
up a mirror via engagement or 
feedback tools

2. Make the feedback you give 
personal but constructive

3. Raise awareness that ‘likeabil-
ity’ is in fact key to leadership 

4. If you have friends and family 
who ‘fit the bill’, tell them, they 
have a right to know how the 
world sees them

5. Tell your CEO what you want 
them to communicate about

6. If you really want to know the 
truth, hold (independent) en-
gagement sessions with staff. 

What kind of CEO are you? May-
be ask your people...

Engagement: What if the 
CEO is the problem?
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Shortly before 12.30pm on Wednesday 29 March 2017, the Prime 
Minister triggered Article 50 of the Treaty on European Union 
(EU). This took the form of a letter to EU Council President Donald 
Tusk. Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty sets out the process by which 
member states may withdraw from the EU.  The formal process of  
the UK’s withdrawal has now begun with the official exit date no 
later than April 2019.

Negotiations are likely to be complex and any deal must be approved 
by a ‘qualified majority’ of the 27 EU member states, each of whom 
will have a veto over the conditions. The terms of the deal can also 
be vetoed by the European Parliament – and will be subject to 
ratification by national parliaments.

What is Article 50? The only 
explanation you need to read
n http://bit.ly/2huFIjG

Article 50 letter: Read it in full
n http://bit.ly/2nzUhnN

Brexit: Everything you need 
to know about Article 50
n http://on.ft.com/2oNkpuh

Who will negotiate  
the UK’s withdrawal 
from the EU?
Although there will be many peo-
ple involved in negotiating the UK’s 
withdrawal from the EU, there are 
six key individuals involved, three 
on each side. 

UK
David Davis MP, the Secretary 
of State for Exiting the European 
Union is responsible for the de-
partment which is overseeing ne-
gotiations to leave the EU and es-
tablishing future relations between 
the UK and the bloc.
Sir Tim Barrow is the UK’s am-
bassador to the EU having been 
appointed to the role in January 
2017. As head of the UK’s perma-
nent representation to the EU, he 
must ensure that the UK’s poli-
cies are explained to EU member 
states.
Oliver Robbins is the Permanent 
Secretary for the Department for 
Exiting the European Union and 
will work closely with David Da-
vis. His main responsibility will be 
to support the department in the 
negotiations to leave the EU and 
help to establish future relations 
with the bloc. 

EU
Michael Barnier will be the Euro-
pean Commission’s chief negotiator 
for the ‘preparation and conduct of 
the negotiations with the UK’. He 
will lead the Commission’s side of 
discussions as stipulated by the 27 
heads of member states and Jean-
Claude Juncker, President of the 
European Commission, as well as 
European Council President Don-
ald Tusk.
Didier Seeuws is the European 
Council’s chief negotiator for its 
special task force on the UK. He was 
appointed by Donald Tusk to co-or-
dinate the withdrawal talks with the 
UK on behalf of the Council. How-
ever, there is some uncertainty as to 
whether the Commission, headed 
by Mr Barnier, or the Council will 
lead the negotiations. 
Sabine Weyand is the European 
Commission’s deputy chief nego-
tiator for its special UK task force. 
Number two to Mr Barnier, she will 
play a key role in discussions with 
the UK and help finalise the deal.

Who will be the key 
negotiators for the UK and 
EU?
n http://bit.ly/2pR6bb2

Article 50: The people who 
will negotiate Brexit
n http://bbc.in/2npM9Ep

These are the Brexit 
negotiators who could shape 
Britain’s future
n http://ind.pn/29PORj9

The Whitehouse Consultancy: 
Profiles of the key negotiators 
in the UK and EU team
n http://bit.ly/2oKKTOM

What will be 
negotiated?
The first set of negotiations will fo-
cus on the immediate issues involv-
ing the UK’s withdrawal from the 
EU. A withdrawal agreement will 
cover the issues that need to be ad-
dressed immediately, including:
•	 the rights of EU citizens living in 

the UK and those of UK citizens 
living in the EU

•	 the closure and re-location of EU 
agencies currently based in the UK

•	 the position of EU agencies that 
affect UK domestic law, for ex-
ample, the European Medicines 
Agency

•	 how to allocate unspent public 
funds intended for the UK re-
gions and farmers

•	 cross-border security arrange-
ments

•	 transfer of regulatory responsi-
bilities

•	 arrangements for contracts drawn 
up in accordance with EU law.

Subsequent negotiations will in-
volve a much broader range of poli-
cy areas that will affect the UK’s fu-
ture relationship with the EU. Most 
importantly, those will include the 
degree of access to the single market 
the UK will have for goods (e.g. ag-
ricultural and manufactured goods) 
and services (e.g. financial services). 
The teams will consider what tariffs 
and other barriers to entry could be 
permitted. Other issues for negotia-
tion include immigration from the 
EU, financial contribution require-
ments, whether the UK must adhere 
to any EU laws and whether it will 
have any degree of influence over 
EU rules and regulations. 

Institute for Government: 
Negotiating Brexit briefing 
paper
n http://bit.ly/29RrSRK

Institute for Government: 
negotiating the UK’s 
withdrawal from the EU
n http://bit.ly/2omfNtP

London School of Economics 
Centre for Economic 
Performance: Four principles 
for the UK’s Brexit trade 
negotiations
n http://bit.ly/2eDT1Mw

EU looks at revealing 
negotiating positions for 
Brexit
n http://on.ft.com/2omuSM9

Brexit bill negotiators must 
answer these 12 questions
n http://bit.ly/2nlPXFW

How Britain will negotiate 
Brexit
n http://politi.co/2oUzEnc

Quora: What will be discussed 
in the Brexit negotiations?
n http://bit.ly/2oKBM0u

What happens if a deal 
is not negotiated?
Opinions vary on what the UK 
should do if the Brexit negotiators 
are unable to come up with an ac-
ceptable deal for the UK to leave 
the EU. Some argue that it would be 
preferable for the UK to walk away 
without a deal rather than accepting 
one that is not in the nation’s best 
interests. In terms of trade, no deal 
would mean falling back onto WTO 
rules.

House of Commons Foreign 
Affairs Committee: Article 50 
negotiations: Implications of 
‘no deal’
Ninth Report of Session 2016-
17
n http://bit.ly/2omqBIo

Peers urge PM not to pay 
divorce bill if no Brexit deal is 
agreed
n http://bit.ly/2pQQ9xY
 
YouGov: What if Brexit 
negotiations fail?
n http://bit.ly/2oN7UPp

No renegotiation deal on 
Brexit if Parliament rejects it
n http://reut.rs/2kM9sJW

Ask Full Fact: what happens if 
parliament rejects a new EU 
deal?
n http://bit.ly/2pfJdhD

Brexit Law: Brexit 
negotiations: what happens 
if there is no deal and a 
‘hard Brexit’?
n http://bit.ly/2pB3vPp

Quora: What if the upcoming 
article 50 Brexit negotiations 
between the UK and the EU 
fail to come to an agreement?
n http://bit.ly/2omwDJ4
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Brexit Q&A is researched and compiled by Alexa Michael, LCCI 
business information executive. LBM readers are invited to 
submit their own questions for responses to be published in 
future issues. Send them to amichael@londonchamber.co.uk

In this year’s World Trader’s Tac-
itus lecture Sir Simon Fraser, 
former Permanent Secretary at 

the FCO, examined Britain’s future 
global trading relations – see LBM 
April for a full report.

In the follow-up Tacitus debate 
at DLA Piper, Sir Simon (fourth 
from left) was joined (l-r) by Mar-
tin Sandbu, economics commen-
tator of the Financial Times, Iana 
Dreyer, founder of the Borderlex 
Web News Service, Ambassador 
Jonathan T. Fried, Canada’s Am-
bassador and permanent repre-
sentative to the WTO, Robert 

Woodthorpe Browne, Master of 
the Worshipful Company of World 
Traders, and event chairman Lord 
Clement-Jones. 

With an audience of over a hun-
dred, the debate developed the con-
clusions of Sir Simon Fraser’s lecture 
and expanded on the trade options 
open to a post-Brexit United King-
dom.

The World Trader’s Tacitus lecture 
and debate were supported by 
The Commercial Education Trust, 
Bowers & Wilkins, AON, Alembic 
Strategy and Global Trade Review.

Trade options expanded

What impact will the UK’s June  
general election have on Brexit?
As London Business Matters was 
preparing to go to print the 
House of Common supported 
a motion to hold an early 
election i.e. 8 June 2017. 
Naturally a lot of commentary 
focussed on the possible 
impact on Brexit negotiations.

What does the early UK 
general election mean for 
Brexit?
n http://ind.pn/2ojRwEP

General election: UK businesses, economists and investors 
react to Theresa May’s shock announcement
n http://ind.pn/2ojOb8E

What does a snap general election mean for Brexit?
n http://bit.ly/2pNXC0v

Brexit: General election won’t delay UK’s withdrawal from the 
EU, says Downing Street
n http://ind.pn/2ooPGSt

Partnerships: Joint and 
several liabilities may 
continue after a partner 
purports to resign
It will come as no surprise to 
most partnerships that they can 
be liable for the actions of one 
partner. However, it may come as 
a surprise to learn that they can be 
liable for the actions of one partner 
committed after that partner said 
they were resigning from the firm.

This was so in a (relatively) 
recent case regarding a firm 
of property consultants: 
Northampton Regional Livestock 
Centre Co Ltd v Cowling [2015] 
EWCA Civ 651. A brief overview of 
the facts may help to demonstrate 
why this was the case:

The firm was instructed to 
market a piece of land in return for 
a percentage of the final sale price. 
One of the partners purported to 
resign from the partnership. He 
then agreed to act for a buyer, 
in return for a percentage of 
any profit made if the land was 
subsequently sold on.

This arrangement proved 
lucrative. The buyer bought 
the land for £2.25 million and 
immediately sold it for £5 million. 
The (purportedly former) partner 
thereby became entitled to 
commission of nearly £0.75 million.

The Court of Appeal found 
that, although the partner had 
purported to resign, he had 
continued to assist in marketing 
the site. Therefore, he had 
effectively continued to act as a 
partner in the firm and on behalf 
of the landowner. By consequence, 
he had continued to owe fiduciary 
duties to the landowner.

It was a breach of fiduciary duty 
for the former partner to allow 
the buyer to purchase the site at 
the lowest possible price, when 
he should have been ensuring 
the owner received as much as 
possible. Therefore, he was liable.

However, so was the other 
remaining partner in the firm. His 
former partner had been acting as 
part of the firm at the time (albeit 
in a misguided fashion). Therefore, 
they were jointly and severally 
liable under the Partnership Act 
1890.

This case serves as a reminder 
of the importance of making it 
very clear what a partner is and is 
not entitled to do upon resigning 
from a partnership.

It is always useful to be aware 
of one’s rights and obligations. 
However, the above is no substitute 
for legal advice and so should not 
be relied upon as such. It is always 
recommended that prompt, 
specialist legal advice is sought in 
relation to any particular issue.

SPONSORED COLUMN

4-5 Gray’s Inn Square 
Gray’s Inn | London WC1R 5AH 
Switchboard: +44 (0) 20 7404 5252
clerks@4-5.co.uk

Vivienne Sedgley
 
“Vivienne specialises in the areas of commercial law 
including corporate & personal insolvency, fraud, 
sale of goods, consumer credit, insurance and 
enforcement of domestic and international debts. 
She regularly appears in the County Courts and High 
Court. Vivienne provides advice and representation 
at any stage of proceedings.”

Unsurprisingly, the 
original landowner 
was unhappy and a 
court case ensued.

[Click/tap for more info]

http://www.4-5.co.uk
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The top three skills UK em-
ployers seek in young recruits 
are communication, team-

work and confidence, according to 
The Chartered Institute of Person-
nel and Development.  Employers 
now rate communication skills as 
their highest priority above qualifi-
cations, with 60 per cent of employ-
ers stating that applicants are not 
demonstrating sufficient communi-
cation and interpersonal skills.

 
Strategy

With an ageing population and slow 
birth rates in the UK, bridging the 
skills gap and obtaining a skilled 
workforce are major issues for all 
businesses. Attracting the right 
applicants and having skilled grad-
uates relies on two key aspects: ed-
ucation institutes providing the nec-
essary skills for the next generation 
of workers; and businesses having a 
clear talent strategy. 

An IDC study of 400 companies 
in the US and UK, found that firms 
with 100,000 employees were los-
ing £50 million a year on average 
(or £500 per employee) because 
of communication – but made the 
point that this number did not in-
clude revenue lost due to external 
communications affecting customer 
service, retention and general sales. 
Addressing these needs and prepar-
ing individuals for the world of busi-
ness, is one of the most needed skills 
in secondary education, further ed-
ucation and university today.

Ability
Research shows that students recog-
nise that businesses require applicants 
with a specific level of communica-
tion ability to meet the job require-
ments. According to the Chartered 

Management Institute’s report, An 
Age of Uncertainty: Young people’s 
views on the challenges of getting into 
work in 21st century Britain, 65 per 
cent of young people think commu-
nication skills are very important to 
employers when deciding who to 
hire, and, according to previous CMI 
studies, communication is ranked 
as the most important skill by 67 
percent of employers. However, are 
education institutes providing the 
necessary training and skills for the 
next generation of workers? 

To bridge this skills gap between 

what U.K. businesses require and 
student’s existing soft skills, Pin-
nacle Performance Academy was 
launched in January 2017 to im-
prove potential life choices and 
access to employment, further edu-
cation, or entrepreneurship for stu-
dents and graduates through effec-
tive communication skills training.

“We teach one of the most needed 
skills for career success today because 
we believe students, graduates, and 
those from backgrounds of less op-
portunity, deserve better, brighter fu-
tures,” said Lizzie Yirrell, global head 
of Pinnacle Performance Academy. 
“We know we can make a difference 
by empowering them with world-
class, award-winning communication 
skills training that can unlock their 
employability potential and support 
their progression into further educa-
tion or the business sector, while pro-
viding the essential communication 
skills businesses demand.”

Pinnacle Performance Academy 
will initially collaborate with edu-

cational institutions across the U.K. 
to improve life and career opportu-
nities for secondary students, col-
lege and university students, recent 
graduates, as well as disadvantaged 
youths and adults, by helping im-
prove their communication skills. 

Influence
The Academy teaches the same core 
communication skills its sister com-
pany, Pinnacle Performance Compa-
ny, teaches to business professionals 
around the world to help them cap-
tivate, influence and communicate 
more effectively. Students will learn 
how to deliver their messages cred-
ibly, confidently and concisely using 
performance-based communication 
skills, the same time-tested perfor-
mance techniques that have made 
actors’ confident, believable and 
engaging for centuries. They will 
also learn Pinnacle’s award-winning, 
three-step process, the Pinnacle 
Method®, which teaches participants 
to understand and master how to 
communicate with purpose.

Positioning
Through workshops, seminars, as-
semblies, career days, individual 

coaching and virtual learning, the 
Academy provides participants with 
the communication skills needed 
for interviewing, including creating 
a strong first impression and over-
coming nerves, handling difficult 
questions and crafting a positioning 
statement. Students also will learn 
on the job communication skills, 
including communicating in meet-
ings, presentation skills, handling 
difficult conversations and main-
taining executive presence.

According to a recent British Cham-
bers of Commerce survey:
• 88 per cent of businesses think 

school leavers are unprepared for 
the workplace

• 54 per cent think graduates are 
not work ready

• 76 per cent report a lack of work 
experience as one of the key rea-
sons young people are unpre-
pared for work.

Pinnacle Performance Academy 
was created to provide 
young people with effective 
communication skills to make the 
transition from education to work. 
www.pinperacademy.co.uk

National Three Peaks Challenge 
Pinnacle Performance Academy aims to raise 
£20,000 to bring communication skills training to 
disadvantaged youths by participating in the National 
Three Peaks Challenge on 25 July 2017. 

The challenge is one of the hardest sporting 
undertaken for charity, requiring hikers to climb 
the largest mountains in England, Scotland & Wales 
– in just 24 hours!  All funds raised will be used to 
teach young people aged 14-16 years the critical 
communication skills needed for employability, further 
education, or entrepreneurship. The Academy will 
prioritise schools by deprivation areas across the UK. 
To donate for the National Three Peaks Challenge, 
visit: www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/
pinnacleperformanceacademy

Lizzie Yirrell

Ben Nevis

“We teach one of the most needed skills for 
career success today because we believe 
students, graduates, and those from 
backgrounds of less opportunity, deserve 
better, brighter futures.”

Bridge the skills gap with 
communication training



A better way of getting
around London

Loved by companies and employees, Gett for Business is a simple,
safe and affordable way to move your staff from A to B

We’ll give every one of your employees £50 credit to try Gett’s 
black cab service - no catch, no obligation

Simply call 02073974325 or
email gfb@gett.com to get the free credit 

*New customers only. Credit valid for 30 days after activating the code by entering into your app.

Prebooked Cabs 
Always On Time

Corporate Travel 
Policy Tools

24/7 London Based 
Phone Support

Competitive
Fixed Rates

App & Web 
Ordering

Pickup In Less
Than 5 Minutes

30 Days Credit & 
Centralised Invoicing

£

[Click/tap for more info]

http://www.gett.com
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Tony Pidgley, LCCI president 
and chairman of the Berkeley 
Group, makes the case for 
Crossrail 2 

On the desk of Chris Gray-
ling, the Transport Secre-
tary, lies a document almost 

as weighty as the Great Repeal Bill: 
the Business Case for Crossrail 2. 

In the midst of historic events, 
it could be easy to forget the mag-
nitude of other decisions we need 
to make about this country. De-
cisions about our economy, deci-
sions about housing, and decisions 

about our transport system. 
One such example is Crossrail 2. 

CR2 will run a new rail line north to 
south across London; from Wimble-
don to Tottenham Hale and could 
transform the lives of millions of 
people. It now needs the approval 
of Mr Grayling and the Chancellor, 
before it can move to the next stage 
of detailed design.

Brexit will not diminish Lon-
don. In fact, I think London will 
continue to flourish as a fantastic, 
thriving city. As the population 
continues to grow, by 2030 most of 
the tube network will be unbear-
able. Over-crowding and station 
closures will be routine.  Com-
muters will be crammed onto the 
trains surging into mainline stag-
es. We will face gridlock on trans-
port in the South East, unless we 
act now. 

CR2 lies at the very heart of 
the solution. London’s rail capac-
ity would grow by 10 per cent and 
consequently, the pressure on re-
gional lines would ease (north into 
Hertfordshire and south towards 

Hampshire). If ministers give CR2 
the green light, tunnelling can com-
mence in 2022 – which means trains 
will be running by 2033. 

Accessibility
CR2 is also not just a railway.  

Better transport links will revital-
ise areas of London, which until 
now, have not had the attention 
they deserve. Increased accessi-
bility also means delivering more 
homes and more jobs.  TfL pre-
dicts approximately 200,000 addi-
tional homes, 200,000 jobs in Lon-
don, up to 60,000 jobs across the 
UK and around 18,000 apprentice-
ships. In addition, £150 billion will 
go into the UK economy (London 
is set to fund 50% of costs, with 
the balance met by central govern-
ment).

Last year, The Mayor designated 
the Upper Lea Valley in north-east 
London as an ‘opportunity area’ but 
is currently served by a skeleton 
service into Liverpool Street.  Lon-
don’s least-used station last year was 
Angel Road. There are many similar 

examples. The truth is, there is little 
‘opportunity’ if people cannot get to 
work.

Homes
At the other end of the spectrum, 

we also know that connectivity can 
transform communities; such as the 
Elizabeth Line in Woolwich. Sud-
denly we see investment. Energy. 
Ideas. Aspiration. TfL predicts that if 
trains run every few minutes during 
the day, the Upper Lea Valley could 
accommodate 50,000 new homes.  

50,000 is twice what London cur-
rently delivers in a year and is an in-
credible prize for a region fighting to 
address a housing crisis. 

But to my mind, this is about 
more than just numbers. London is 
the world’s gateway to Britain. If we 
are serious about being a great trad-
ing power post-Brexit, we need to 
invest for the future – starting with 
Crossrail 2.

A rail line that could transform 
the lives of millions

Lissa Beach on 360 
panoramas and 
Augmented Reality

360 panoramas

In basic terms, a 360 panorama is 
a technique of photography. Us-
ing specialised Augmented Real-

ity cameras and equipment we can 
capture images with horizontally 
elongated fields of view so users 
can see all angles. 

360 panoramas allow you to be 
fully immersed into a location. 
Whether you’re in the real estate 
industry or the construction in-
dustry, this technology can help 
you showcase your most important 
features, without actually being on 
site.

Thanks to 360’s interactive 
characteristics, potential clients 
can look around and zoom in on 
particular details of the area. If 
you’re selling residential property 
or land, potential buyers can look 

around the area and fully immerse 
themselves into the location. They 
can take a tour of the surrounding 
streets or see inside other parts of 
the building.

If you’re in the construction in-
dustry, 360 can benefit you too. 
Why not allow others to get a prop-
er feel for your vision by showing 
them a tour of your planned work. 
You can show them all the intricate 
details of your interior design. Al-
ternatively, you could use it to win 
over a new client by showing them 
your past work on a 360 scale.

These are just a few ways the 

property industry could benefit 
from using 360 technology, but 
possibilities really are endless.

AR in real estate and 
construction

Augmented Reality – AR – adds 
value to digital content, by allowing 
users to place a digital overlay on the 
real world. In other words, you can 
add videos, links and images to your 
printed material. 

AR allows you to bring aspects 
of your printed material to life. 
Within seconds, all the elements of 
your catalogues become clickable 

and your properties are no longer 
merely pictures. With AR, you can 
link your images to a range of extra 
content: videos, slideshows, pres-
entations or documents.

AR also allows you to link to 3D 
floor plans, so you can make the 
whole viewing experience totally 
interactive.Or you can use it to offer 
360 panoramas and map locations, 
allowing potential buyers to explore 
the surroundings, both inside and 
outside.

Alternatively, you can use AR to 
add extra detail to contact infor-
mation, so that viewings and ap-
pointments can be booked within 
seconds. It’s easy to update your con-
tent, so that you are always showing 
the latest information and news.

 
 Lissa Beach is an account manager 
at Magnetic-London Creative 
Services 
www.magnetic-london.co.uk/
augmented-reality

Inside the property business
Your business 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/magnetic-london
http://www.magnetic-london.co.uk/augmented-reality
http://www.magnetic-london.co.uk/augmented-reality
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*Members are welcome to bring a non-member guest to a Changing Places/Cereal Networking event.  Please note that non-member guests are only able to attend one 
Changing Places/Cereal Networking event per year.  If they wish to attend more than this they will need to join the London Chamber of Commerce.
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May 2017

10/05/17 Time: 08.00-10.00 PATRON AND PREMIER PLUS MEMBERS

Cereal Networking
The Drift Bar, 110 Bishopsgate, London EC2N 4AY
Nearest stations: Liverpool Street and Aldgate
Sponsored by: Qatar Airways and 
Scottish Widows
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member and 
Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk 

10/05/17 Time: 08.30-10.30  MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

London City Airport Expansion 
Plans and the Opportunities for 
East London Businesses
Guest Speaker Rachel Ness, 
Director of Planning and Strategy, London City Airport
Venue: Holiday Inn Express London – ExCeL,1018 Dockside Road, 
London E16 2FQ
Nearest station: Royal Albert
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member and Local Member: £15.00
Non-member: £15.00
Please note this event is exclusively for business based in East London 
boroughs
Contact: Annabel Fogden Tel: 020 7556 2389
Email: afogden@londonchamber.co.uk

10/05/17 Time: 12.00-14.00  ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Lunch Reception with the new Mayor of Ealing
Venue: Monty’s of London, 1 The Mall, Ealing, London 
W5 2PJ
Nearest station: Ealing Broadway
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member 
and Member’s Guest £22.00
Non-member: £46.00
Contact: Donna Subero Tel: 020 7556 2394
Email: dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk

11/05/17 Time: 12.00-14.00 ALL MEMBERS

Let’s Talk Business
Venue: Ponte Nuovo 86-88 High Street,  
Croydon CR0 1NA
Nearest station: East Croydon
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local 
Members and Member’s Guest: £24.00
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

15-16/05/17 Time: 9.00-16.30 ALL MEMBERS AND NON MEMBERS

Business Opportunities in the UAE 
Venue: Arab-British Chamber of Commerce, 43 Upper Grosvenor 
Street, London W1K 2NJ
Nearest station: Marble Arch
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member and Non-Members: 
Complimentary
Contact: Vanessa Vlotides Tel: 0207 203 1828
Email: vvlotides@londonchamber.co.uk

16/05/17 Time: 18.00-20.00 ALL MEMBERS

Changing Places Evening Networking
Hosted by: Free 2 Learn
Venue: The Koppel Project, 93 Baker Street, London W1U 6RL
Nearest station: Baker Street
Sponsored by: BCM London
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local 
Member and Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk 

17/05/17 Time: 12.00-14.00  ALL MEMBERS 

Connect 4 Lunch
Venue: Queen’s Wharf, 20 St James Street, London 
W6 9RW
Nearest station: Hammersmith Broadway
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local 
Member and Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Donna Subero Tel: 020 7556 2394
Email: dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk

18/05/17 Time: 18.00-20.00 ALL MEMBERS

Cheese and Wine Evening
Venue: HSBC Commercial Centre, 184 High Street 
Level 3, 9 Wellesley Road, Croydon CR9 2AA
Nearest station: East Croydon
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member and Local 
Members: £12.00
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

25/05/17 Time: 12.00-14.00 ALL MEMBERS

The Grapevine Network
Venue: AMP House, Dingwall Road, Croydon CR0 2LX
Nearest station: East Croydon
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local 
Member and Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

30/05/17 Time: 9.00-16.30 ALL MEMBERS AND NON MEMBERS

Rules of Origin / Customs Procedures and Documentation 
Training Course
Venue: ETC Venues, 51 – 53 Hatton Garden, London EC1N 8HN
Nearest station: Marble Arch
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member: £354.00
Local Member and Non- Members: £414.00
Contact: Marta Zanfrini Tel: 0207 203 1822
Email: mzanfrini@londonchamber.co.uk

How to book your place(s) at a London Chamber 
of Commerce event
Visit londonchamber.co.uk/events to book your place/s on any of 
the above events following the instructions below.
• For ticket fee events use our online booking facility or download 

and complete a booking form and fax or post it to us with your 
payment.  All prices are inclusive of VAT

• For free events book by following the instructions under each 
event’s entry on our online events diary

mailto:events@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:sshepherd@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:vvlotides@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:events@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:mzanfrini@londonchamber.co.uk
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June 2017

02/06/17 Time: 09.30-14.30 PATRON AND PREMIER PLUS MEMBERS

Clay Pigeon Shooting
Venue: Holland & Holland Shooting Grounds, Ducks Hill Road, 
Northwood HA6 2ST
Nearest station: Northwood
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member and Member’s Guests: 
£198.00
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

06/06/17 Time: 09.30-11.00  LOCAL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Maximise Your Membership
Venue: Jurys Inn, Wellesley Road, Croydon CR0 9XY
Nearest station: East Croydon
Local Member, Member’s Guest and Non-member: 
Complimentary
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

06/06/17 Time: 18.00-20.00 PATRON AND PREMIER PLUS MEMBERS

Business Beyond Brexit Briefing and Reception
Venue: WeWork Moorgate, 1 Fore Street, London EC2Y 9DT
Nearest station: Moorgate
Patron and Premier Plus Member: Complimentary
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

07/06/17 Time: 12.30-14.30 ALL MEMBERS 

Time To Talk Business
Venue: Artsadmin, Toynbee Studios, 
28 Commercial Street, London 
E1 6AB
Nearest station: Aldgate East
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member and 
Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Annabel Fogden Tel: 020 7556 2389
Email: afogden@londonchamber.co.uk

12/06/17 Time: 09.00-12.00 ALL MEMBERS AND NON MEMBERS

Incoterms Training Course 
Venue: Central London venue tbc 
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local 
Member and Non-member: Complimentary
Contact: Olivia Ronayne Tel: 020 7203 1823
Email: oronayne@londonchamber.co.uk 

14/06/17 Time: 12.00-14.00  ALL MEMBERS 

Connect 4 Lunch
Venue: Metro Bank (Ealing), The Townhouse,  
The Broadway, Ealing, London W5 5JN
Nearest station: Ealing Broadway
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member 
and Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Donna Subero Tel: 020 7556 2394
Email: dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk

20/06/17 Time: 08.30-10.30  MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Cyber Security – critical business 
protection and why your staff 
could be your biggest risk!
Venue: tbc
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member and Local Member: £15.00
Non-member: £39.00
Contact: Annabel Fogden Tel: 020 7556 2389
Email: afogden@londonchamber.co.uk

29/06/17 Time: 12.00-14.00 ALL MEMBERS

The Grapevine Network
Venue: Best Western Plus London, Croydon Hotel, 
2 Dunheved Road South, Thornton Heath CR7 6AD
Nearest station: West Croydon
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local 
Member and Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

29/06/17 Time: 12.00-14.00  MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Changing Places Lunchtime Networking
Venue: University of Liverpool in London (ULiL), 33 Finsbury 
Square, London EC2A 1AG
Nearest station: Moorgate
Sponsored by: BCM London
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member and 
Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

July 2017

06/07/17 Time 18.30-20.30 ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Summer Party
Venue: College Garden, Westminster Abbey, Great College Street, 
London SW1P 3RX
Nearest station: Westminster
Sponsored by: South Essex College
Patron and Premier Plus Member: £99.60
Local Member: £138.00
Non-member: £174.00
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

13/07/17 Time: 18.00-20.30 ALL MEMBERS

Summer BBQ
Venue: Farleigh Golf Club, Old Farleigh Road, 
Warlingham CR6 9PE
Nearest station: Upper Warlingham
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local 
Members and Member’s Guest: £25.00
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

18/07/17 Time: 18.00-20.00 ALL MEMBERS

Asian Business Association Summer Party
Venue: Sky Bar, Grange Holborn Hotel
Nearest station: Holborn
Patron Member, Premier Plus 
Member, Local Member and Member’s 
Guest: From £66.00
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

mailto:events@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:events@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:oronayne@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:sshepherd@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:events@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:events@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:events@londonchamber.co.uk
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n Property and Construction 
Summer Reception
Tony Pidgley CBE, President, 
LCCI and Chairman, The 
Berkeley Group and Cllr Darren 
Rodwell, Leader of the Council, 
London Borough of Barking 
and Dagenham will be our 
guest speakers at this exclusive 
reception taking place at BMA 
House on Thursday 8 June. 
Sponsored by Bond Bryan 
Architects, CBRE and Willmott 
Dixon Interiors, the reception sells 
out every year so early bookings 
are recommended. Tickets start at 
£99.60 inclusive of VAT for Patron 
and Premier Plus members.

n Annual Golf Day
Book now for the LCCI golf day 
on Thursday 13 July at Royal 
Blackheath Golf Club. Guests will 
enjoy a day of networking and 18 
holes at the oldest golf course in 
England. Breakfast, refreshments 
and a post-round meal will be 
provided.  The day is open to 
all members and non-members 
with prices starting at £139.20 
inclusive of VAT per person.

n Cereal Networking 
Aimed at members from a variety 
of different business sectors 
and companies, ranging from 
SMEs to the big corporates, the 
next breakfast will take place on 
Wednesday 10 May from 8.00am 
– 10.00am at The Drift. Sponsored 
by Qatar Airways and Scottish 
Widows, this complimentary event 
is exclusively open to Patron and 
Premier Plus members only.  

n Reception with Harriett 
Baldwin MP
Harriett Baldwin MP Minister for 
Defence Procurement will meet 
with members at this summer 
reception on Wednesday 14 June, 
where guests will hear first-hand 
from the minister responsible 
for the equipment plan, defence 
industry and exports, science and 
technology. This is your chance 
to gain insight knowledge and 
ask the minister questions, whilst 
networking among senior thought 
leaders from a wide range of 
industries. Tickets start at £99.60 
inclusive of VAT for Patron and 
Premier Plus members.

n Clay Pigeon Shooting
Join members and guests at 
Holland & Holland Shooting 
Grounds for a fun and exciting day 
of clay pigeon shooting on Friday 
2 June from 9.30am - 3.00pm. 
The event is the perfect way to 
network and entertain clients 
in an informal setting. Open to 
Patron and Premier Plus members 
and their guests at £198.00 per 
person inclusive of VAT. 

n Property and Construction 
Breakfast Club
The next breakfast will hear 
from Niccolò Barattieri, CEO, 
Northacre on Wednesday 3 
May. Sponsored by Bond Bryan 
Architects, CBRE and Willmott 
Dixon Interiors the event is 
open to Patron and Premier Plus 
members only at £45.00 inclusive 
of VAT per person.

n Changing Places Evening 
Networking
Our bi-monthly flagship 
networking receptions are 
regularly attended by up to 100 
members from a wide range of 

industry sectors. The Koppel 
Project will play host on Tuesday 
16 May. Sponsored by BCM 
London, this complimentary event 
is open to members only.

n Summer Party
Westminster Abbey Gardens will 
provide the perfect setting for this 
year’s Summer Party taking place 
on Thursday 6 July. Co-sponsored 
by South Essex College, an 
evening of networking in this 
exclusive venue in the heart of 
Westminster. Tickets start at 
£99.60 inclusive of VAT for Patron 
and Premier Plus members.

n Prestige Summer Breakfast 
Embrace morning networking 
in style at Sky Bar at Grange St 
Paul’s on Thursday 17 August 
from 8.30am - 10.30am. 
Sponsored by BCM London this 
event will provide high-level 
networking opportunities over 
a glass of fizz and breakfast 
whilst enjoying panoramic views 
of St. Paul’s Cathedral. Open to 
all members and non-members 
prices start at £54.00 inclusive of 
VAT per person.

LCCI events highlights

Networking
S ir Peter Hendy CBE, chair-

man of Network Rail was 
guest speaker at a recent 

LCCI Patron member lunch at 
Mossimans.

Pictured to the right of LCCI 
chief executive Colin Stanbridge 
who is introducing him, Sir Pe-
ter was previously commissioner 
of Transport for London (TfL) in 
2006, having served since 2001 as 
the organisation’s managing direc-
tor of surface transport. He led, 
and played a key role in prepar-
ing for, the successful operation 
of London’s transport for the 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic Games.

He was formerly deputy director 

UK Bus for FirstGroup and previ-
ously MD of CentreWest London 
Buses. He started his transport 
career in 1975 as a London Trans-
port graduate trainee. Sir Peter 
was elected president of the Inter-
national Public Transport Associ-
ation (UITP) in May 2013. He is a 
fellow of the Chartered Institute of 
Logistics and Transport, a fellow 
of the Chartered Institute of High-
ways and Transport and a fellow of 
the Institution of Civil Engineers. 
He was knighted in the 2013 New 
Year’s Honours List, having been 
made CBE in 2006.

Sir Peter was appointed chair-
man of Network Rail in July 2015.
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ADVERTORIAL

Looking to sell 
your business?
If you’re thinking about selling 
your business, you have a couple 
of choices when it comes to your 
route to market. 

You can employ the services 
of a business broker or transfer 
agent. They will value and market 
your business, prepare your 
documentation and negotiate 
on your behalf – for a fee or 
commission. 

This isn’t for everyone and can 
prove costly to the small business 
owner. Another option is a more DIY 
approach.

Toundjel Chimen found a buyer 
for his dry cleaning business through 
BusinessesForSale.com – an online 
listings service that advertises over 
68,000 businesses for sale and 
attracts over 1.5 million buyers every 
month. 

“We found BusinessesForSale. com 
very user friendly and convenient.  
I could edit my listing at will.

“I could see how many people 
were looking at my business. After 

2-3 weeks we’d had over 750 hits 
on the actual business page and 
8 offers!”

This approach meant that 
Toundjel had to respond to and 
manage all the enquiries on his 
Richmond based business. 

“Well, I could tell which ones 
were timewasters and who were 
the genuine ones. The timewasters 
basically wanted to know how much 
we made and that’s it. 

“I didn’t want them to look at 
just that.  I wanted them to look 
at the shop, what we provided to 
the community and what sort of 
service we provide. Basically, finding 
someone to take over the business 
and carry on the good work that I’ve 
put in over the last 25 years. 

“I did it all by myself, I’ve been 
in the business 38 years and 
dealing with the public is one of my 
specialities.”

i  To find out more contact 
www.businessesforsale.com/sell

Young Chamber goes 
international

Young Chamber connects LCCI and its members with local schools, 
helping students to develop employability skills and understand the 
raft of careers and opportunities available to them in the future. It 
is led by Helen Gray and supported by the Commercial Education 
Trust. 

In the picture LCCI deputy chief executive Peter Bishop briefs 
students from St Andrew’s C of E High School in Croydon on careers 
in international trade.

hgray@londonchamber.co.uk  
www.lccicet.com

Nearly three quarters of Lon-
don businesses have said 
Trade Unions should be 

made responsible for ensuring there 
is a minimum level of service in the 
event of any tube strike. 

The findings are revealed by a sur-
vey from ComRes, commissioned 
by London Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry of more than 500 Lon-
don Business leaders. 

More than two-thirds of business-
es surveyed thought strikes should 
be conditional on a judge agreeing it 
is reasonable and appropriate.

Responsibilities
LCCI chief executive Colin Stan-

bridge (below) said: “Of course 

Underground workers should have 
the right to strike - but with rights 
come responsibilities. 

Tube strikes have such a detri-
mental impact on the city’s econo-
my on a day to day basis and, un-
doubtedly, reflect badly on London’s 
international reputation as a place 
to do business. 

“If the London Underground 
was classed as an essential service, a 
minimum service would have to be 
provided by London Underground 
workers – like current rules around 
the fire service”. 

Most London businesses want 
restrictions on tube strikes 

We help more than 
1,500 owners sell their
businesses every month

www.BusinessesForSale.com/sell
Free trial available

Sell Your Business

Toundjel Chimen

Former owner of a well 

established dry cleaners

“BusinessesForSale.com is very easy 
to use and very user friendly.

I had off ers the day after I listed and 
I took it off  the market after 3 weeks. 
Ended up with 8 serious off ers.

I have recommended the site to 
many friends and they’ve all been 
impressed by how quickly my 
business sold.”

[Click/tap for more info]

mailto:hgray@londonchamber.co.uk
http://www.lccicet.com
http://www.businessesforsale.com/sell
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Dhimant Trivedi is the chief executive, 
European operations of the Bank of 
Baroda, head quartered in London. In a 
career spanning over 35 years with the 
bank, Trivedi has acquired rich experience 
of banking operations with a thorough 
knowledge of international transactions. 
He also has directorships, since 2010, with 
a number of the banks’ subsidiaries namely 
Bank of Baroda (Guyana) Ltd and Bank of 
Baroda (Trinidad and Tobago) Ltd.
www.bankofbaroda.com

Who’s who on the Asian 
Business Association committee 
Dhimant Trivedi

Asian Business  
Association  
factfile
The Asian Business Association 
(ABA) is a special interest group 
within the London Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry which 
was created in 1995 by Lord 
Noon in recognition of the huge 
contribution Asian businesses 
make to London’s economy. 
It has since developed to 
become the premier voice and 
forum for Asian businesses in 
London. The ABA specialises in 
the needs of Asian businesses 
and helps create the best 
economic conditions in which 
businesses can flourish, locally, 
nationally and globally. 

Objectives

• provide a voice for the 
London Asian business 
community and represent 
their views to the media, 
local and central government

• provide business networking 
events that enable companies 
to make new business 
connections and to enhance 
their business skills and 
competitiveness

• facilitate international trade 
and investment

• attract Asian businesses 
to London Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry 
membership.

ABA services
The ABA’s activities include 
business networking events 
including dinners, meetings and 
receptions with inspirational 
and high-profile speakers. Past 
guests include James Caan, 
David Cameron, Gucharan Das, 
Shekhar Kapur, Nick Clegg, 
Boris Johnson, Sir Mervyn King, 
Atul Kochar, Anwar Pervez, 
Trevor Phillips, Alec Stewart, 
Lord Sugar, Sir Mark Tully and 
Danny Alexander. ABA events 
attract audiences from Asian 
and non-Asian businesses. 

The ABA also provides practical 
advice and help for Asian 
businesses through information 
and targeted campaigns. It 
works in close partnership 
with the Mayor of London’s 
office and has produced 
reports on the contribution of 
Asian businesses to London’s 
economy.

As the ABA membership is a 
part of the London Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry 
membership, ABA members get 
access to all the benefits of the 
Chamber membership. 

For further information 
contact Sabina Baluch at 
baluch@londonchamber.co.uk

Follow ABA on Twitter  
@LCCI_ABA

More pictures from the ABA dinner –  
see pages 12-13 for Rajesh Agrawal's speech

http://www.bankofbaroda.com
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Getting the treatment

Last month’s PA Showcase was the LCCI’s biggest yet. Over 200 
PAs, executive assistants and event managers networked at the 
Grange Tower Bridge Hotel where there was a record number of 
exhibitors offering a range of prizes and other goodies.

The event included a programme of talks, workshops, attendees and 
additional entertainment including a roulette table, a roving magician 
and Liz Earle therapists providing guests with mini treatments. 

The PA Club Showcase is a bi-annual exhibition style event where 
LCCI PA Club members meet and network with high end exhibitors 
from the venue, leisure, travel, tourism and corporate retail 
industries.

[Click/tap for more info]

http://www.aoec.com
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Who are you?
I am Bibi Martin, founder of BM In-
terim Management, a London-based 
management consultancy assisting 
established SMEs in their transition 
– either growth or re-invention or 
rescuing for better success. We have a 
track record of achieving business re-
sults through design and implemen-
tation of growth programmes. I am 
also a visiting lecturer at University 
of Greenwich on MBA and Masters 
programmes.

What is your connection with the 
London Chamber of Commerce?
BMIM is a member of the cham-
ber. LCCI hosts regular networking 
events which provides us with the 
opportunity to meet new clients, 
partners, associates and employees.

What was your first job in London?
Marketing assistant at the University 
of Greenwich, the unit for facilitating 
the Knowledge Transfer Partnership 
and the support of small businesses 
located in the Thames Gateway area.

Which one business achievement 
over the last 12 months are you 
most proud of, and why?
The creation of a business model to 
help traditional businesses transition 
into digital businesses and re-invent 
themselves by extending their core 

business, building their technical ca-
pabilities and generating cash.
This was successfully launched last 
October and will be accompanied by 
an online platform, where members 
can access all knowledge, tools and 
guidance on how to implement this 
by themselves.

“If there is one thing I hate about 
my job it’s ...
 … I do not hate anything, I really en-
joy working with people and making 
a positive difference in their lives. But 
if I had to pick one thing, it would be 
seeing wasted potential – this relates 
to both people and businesses. This is 
exactly why I chose to create BMIM.”

If you were advising a young 
entrepreneur which business person 
would you suggest as a model? 
This depends on what their dream 
venture involves. For example, if 
they want to create something new 
I would advise Mark Zuckerberg as 
a model; if they want to share their 
artistic vision with the world, I’d sug-
gest Richard Branson; if they want 
their venture to have a lot of social 
environment impact, look at How-
ard Schultz; and if they want their 
dream venture to improve custom-
er experience I would suggest Bill 
Gates. 

How is your business reacting  
to Brexit?
Brexit has no direct impact on our 
business, as we currently operate 
in London and the South East of 
England. However, it impacts our 
clients due to the challenges Brex-
it brings regarding the soon-to-be 
higher cost of penetrating the Eu-
ropean market and the mobility of 
talent and other resources.

How do you think the transport 
system in London can be improved?
I think a lot of technical problems like 
signalling failure could be resolved 
if there were more thorough checks 
done regularly, especially on the train 
lines. This might be due to a shortage 
of technical staff or just low standards 
of control but these are issues that 
cause major delays and overcrowding 
on platforms. And the regular tube 
strikes....I prefer not to go there ...

Which piece of red tape causes 
most problems for your company 
and why?
It is ridiculous how difficult it is to 
hire non-EU talent (soon non-UK); 
there must be a leaner way of doing 
things. The country can only prog-
ress faster if SMEs have access to the 
right talent at the right time. How-
ever, with new constantly chang-
ing regulations making it harder 
for skilled people to move and live 
here, the more hurdles are added to 
innovation and the development of 
UK businesses.

What is your favourite and least 
favourite thing about London?
My favourite thing about London is 
its diversity where the best and most 
creative talent gravitates. My least fa-
vourite thing about London is that it 
is so unique that it cannot be replicat-
ed, so I want to somehow be engaged 
with it for life!  

If you were Mayor of London for 
the day which one thing would 
you change?
There is a lot of help (and buzz) 
around start ups and nurturing the 
innovative and creative mind of new 
entrepreneurs. However, I find that 
there is a gap for established busi-
nesses with 10-50 employees. It is 
more difficult for them to get access 
to the right resources to grow and 
they are not big enough to benefit 

from the advantages of larger com-
panies. I would set up ‘Innovation 
Hubs’ in the library of each borough 
for founders and senior management 
team members where they will have 
access to various knowledge and 
experts to guide them through the 
common challenges faced by busi-
nesses at this stage.

What do you find the most 
rewarding in your career?
Let me give you an example to il-
lustrate this. A few years ago, I met 
with the chief executive – Mark – of 
a big company at a networking event 
and he described the bad experi-
ence he had had with a consultant 
– a minimal result for high fees. His 
business was struggling to reach the 
projected levels of revenue and he 
was ‘fire-fighting’ daily which was 
taking up the majority of his time. I 
explained to him that because we un-
derstood the cashflow restrictions of 
a small/medium business, our pric-
ing and delivery were crafted around 
particular set milestones based on re-
sults. This guaranteed that he would 
experience the full benefit without 
having to commit to the whole proj-
ect at once. After a couple more meet-
ings, he was intrigued by our unusual 
way of doing business and he gave 
BMIM a go. Fast forwarding a year, 
Mark has a thriving business with a 
10 per cent rise in gross profit margin 
and a 60 per cent revenue increase! 
We stayed with the company for an-
other year, ensuring that the habits 
we taught the team were embed-
ded in the culture so they could 
still achieve great results when we 
moved on.
 Knowing that we have contributed 
to our client’s success story is what 
is most thrilling for me and our 
team. Engaging in their vision and 
helping them get their goals is our 
driving motivator.

www.bmim.co.uk

Two minute interview

Bibi Martin, BM Interim Management

 Greenwich Campus

 Mark Zuckerberg

Photo by Bill Bertram
 (Pixel8)

Presidência do M
éxico - Flickr
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With a history stretching 
back more than 250 years, 
Kelvin Hughes is a world 
leader in the development, 
manufacture and supply 
of maritime navigation, 
surveillance and security 
radar systems. The 
introduction of its SharpEye™ 
solid-state transceiver 
technology, together with its 
market-leading tactical and 
situational awareness radar 
display software, transformed 
the industry.

Through its diverse product 
range, covering land and sea, 
Kelvin Hughes continues 

to demonstrate its expertise with 
a breadth and depth that no other 
company in the industry can match. 
Headquartered in Enfield, the com-
pany operates a worldwide support 
network with offices in five coun-
tries – the UK, the US, Singapore, 
Denmark and The Netherlands.

Security
Kelvin Hughes’ systems are 

currently being deployed by 
more than 30 of the world’s 
navies and the company 
was recently commis-
sioned to equip the Royal 
Fleet Auxiliary Tide Class 
fast fleet tankers. SharpEye™ 
is also in use by a wide range 
of commercial vessels, including the 
Queen Mary 2. At the same time, its 
land-based radar products are pro-
viding surveillance and security for 
coastlines, ports, borders and critical 
infrastructure across the globe. 

The company has a long record of 
technological firsts. In 1947 it intro-
duced the first type approved com-
mercial radar and is celebrating 70 
years of radar this year. In 2006 Kel-
vin Hughes launched SharpEye™with 
technology that removes the need 
for magnetrons and high voltage 
components such as modulators in 
the transceiver. Consequently, the 
reliability of the transceiver is dra-
matically increased.  Moreover, Dop-
pler processing of the radar returns 
enables the detection of very small 
objects with a low Radar Cross Sec-
tion (RCS) even in difficult weather 
conditions.

In 2010, Kelvin Hughes brought 
SharpEye™ to Vessel Traffic Service 
(VTS) and coastal surveillance, the 
first time that solid-state technology 
had been available to these markets. 
2013 saw the launch of the world’s 
first upmast, multipurpose navi-

gation radar, located in a 
carbon composite housing to 

ensure stealth or low RCS character-
istics. In the same year, the company 
also introduced the SharpEye™ SxV, 
the first 360˚ X-Band, pulse Doppler 
radar for both ground surveillance 
and marine security applications. 

Innovation
Continuing its record of techno-

logical innovation, Kelvin Hughes 
recently launched its new drone 
detection system. The SMS-D is the 
first integrated, medium-range, ra-
dar-based surveillance system de-
signed for the detection and tracking 
of small aerial targets.

Whether used maliciously or just 
irresponsibly, drones represent a new 
threat to our security. The SMS-D 
tracks the real-time position of these 
aerial targets, including those that 
could be used to attack infrastruc-
ture, vehicles or individuals as well 
as those that may be used for hostile 
observation or smuggling. Based on 
the company’s SharpEye™ X-Band 
radar transceiver, the system is able 
to detect drones up to 1.5 kms away.

Highly cost-effective, the SMS-D 
provides continuously updated bear-

ing, distance, altitude and velocity 
data. The latest addition to the Kelvin 
Hughes’ SMS (Single Mast Solution) 
range, it identifies targets automati-
cally through its video tracking sys-
tem, ensuring that any remedial or 
defensive action can be implemented 
without delay.

Kelvin Hughes’ intuitive CxEye™ 
display and control software has 
been enhanced for SMS-D to in-
clude aerial surveillance-specific 
features whilst maintaining its mod-
ular and scalable design philosophy. 
Integrated multi-sensor networks 
can be deployed very simply, with 
expansion potential. In an operator 
station, CxEye™ can now combine 
one or two displays as required, al-
lowing for full screen monitoring 
of both video and radar pictures. 
Extended target classification and 
tote management features enable the 
user to clearly distinguish ground 
targets from those in the air and 
maintain clear situational awareness. 

Opportunities
As a company, Kelvin Hughes has 

a strong commitment to providing 
opportunities in the North London 
area and launched its Apprentice 

and Training Academy in 2014. This 
initiative was specifically designed to 
support young people starting out in 
their careers, older people looking to 
re-enter work, and employees keen to 
further their progress within the com-
pany. On a broader societal level, the 
company signed the Armed Forces 
Covenant in 2016, committing itself 
to support the employment of veter-
ans, their partners and spouses.

Broader still, Kelvin Hughes is 
TRACE-certified. Such companies 
have been audited to ensure that 
they are acceptable partners for mul-
tinational companies seeking to do 
business with suppliers, agents and 
consultants who believe in the high-
est standards of integrity and com-
mercial transparency. The company 
is also certified to the ISO 9001:2008 
quality management system and the 
ISO 14001:2004 environmental man-
agement system.

www.kelvinhughes.com

Member spotlight – Kelvin Hughes

MEMBER
SPOTLIGHT

“Kelvin Hughes has  
a strong commitment 
to providing 
opportunities in the 
North London area 
and launched its 
Apprentice and 
Training Academy  
in 2014.”
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Gavin Mellish 
on why branded 
environments are 
better for business.

The average cost of replacing 
an employee now stands at 
over £30,000 while £29,000 

per year is lost to staff sickness. 
Factor in other concerns, such as 
cost-efficiency, innovation, and the 
dismantling of silo-ed work spaces 
and it is evident that the solution to 
many challenges facing businesses 
today go hand in hand with solving 
the problem of employee mentali-
ties. 

Indeed a recent study from 
demonstrated that happiness in the 
workplace led to a 12 per cent spike 
in overall productivity, whereas 
unhappy workers are 10 per cent 
less productive. Business owners 
have long recognised the commer-
cial value of using environmental 
design to optimise the custom-
er experience, but now there are 
a growing number of businesses 
that are beginning to realise the 
commercial value of applying envi-
ronmental design to the employee 
experience. 

Offices are our second place – 
second to home – and employees 
need and want to connect with 
the company they work for. Many 
employers are now recognising the 
positive impact the right environ-
ment can have across the whole 
business in fostering a deeper con-
nection with the company’s mis-
sion and creating a more collabora-
tive culture, as well as encouraging 
healthy productivity and attracting 
and retaining talent. 

Promise
A brand environment is the 

physical manifestation of a compa-
ny’s brand promise, either through 
graphics or 3D representations – 
e.g. materials, finishes, lighting, 
sourced and designed furniture 
components – and serves to in-
spire customers and employees, as 
well as give the organisation a clear 
sense of identity and differentia-
tion. 

Subsea 7 are global leaders in 
surface-to-seabed engineering, 
construction and services, and 
their new headquarters provided 
them with a state of the art work-
space, of which their architects are 

deservedly very proud, but they 
needed some way to own their 
environment without stepping on 
any of its architectural accomplish-
ments. 

Their strapline ‘Seabed to Sur-
face’ is brought to life in a design 
language that permeates every as-
pect of the environmental design, 
and through the application of 
this brand language, they are now 
able to connect with and own their 
space. 

Way finding and signage has been 
designed to incorporate the recog-
nisable visual language of the brand, 
but also brings in subtle hints to 
what they do and the industry they 
work in.

Vinyl graphics were applied to 
windows and walls to create the im-
pression of rising through sea levels 
as you go from seabed to surface or 
to echo the movement of the sea and 
waves.

Key areas within the building were 
identified to amplify the brand in 
3D, including a flexible wall system 
in communal areas using a series of  
detachable rods and a metal rod 
stair sculpture reflecting undulating 
waves.

Design
But there are some businesses 

going beyond the branded envi-
ronment to think about how design 
can influence a space: how people 
move through it, how they engage 
with it, how it can affect behav-
iours – creating a new paradigm in 
environmental design that’s about 
seeing space as a series of branded 
experiences.

When it launched in 2012, EE was 
clearly a brand that was all about 
engagement and connectivity, but 
their stores were not immediately 
delivering an experience that con-
nected with their ethos.

Different paths to purchases 
were not being adequately catered 
for leading to a frustrating experi-

ence for customers needing a quick 
visit rather than a longer transac-
tion such as a new broadband 
package. In addition, EE’s custom-
er service staff were positioned at 
the back of the store and sat be-
hind desks, literally blocked from 
getting up and interacting with the 
customers in their store.

By significantly rethinking the 
ways they use their space, EE have 
now got store environments that 
naturally encourage their staff to 
engage with customers, as well 
as addressing the differentiated 
needs of their customers, provid-
ing a significantly better experi-
ence overall for customers and 
employees.

Engagement
Thinking about the more in-

depth needs of different audiences 
is where a brand experience starts 
to differ significantly from a brand-
ed environment. What is interesting 
is how businesses are now applying 
these principles internally to their 
own offices to help facilitate greater 
engagement with employees.

Leading aircraft manufacturer 
Airbus saw their new headquarters 
as an opportunity to design an ex-
perience that could support their 
brand and their office culture by 

actively provoking innovation and 
dynamic thinking. They had a keen 
desire for their new space to have 
a definable sense of purpose and 
to play an active role in the lives of 
their employees, shaping their inter-
nal work culture.

Four environment design princi-
ples were created that could be ap-
plied across all their environments 
held together under the creative 
theme of ‘frame the sky’ 

These provided a clear framework 
for a scaleable system that would al-
low Airbus to create unique brand 
experiences across all internal touch 
points. Ideas included creating col-
laborative spaces throughout the 
buildings to foster collaboration and 
interaction.

There are many opportunities for 
business owners who are ready to 
start thinking of their work spaces as 
more than surfaces and soft furnish-
ings, and consider the benefits that 
their company brand can deliver. 
The creation of branded experienc-
es for customers is already a proven 
driver of engagement and advocacy. 
The creation of internal brand ex-
periences for employees should be, 
and can be, just as beneficial.

Gavin Mellish is the founder and 
creative director of White Label 
Network which specialises in the 
creation and delivery of branded 
environments and experiences. 
www.whitelabelnetwork.net

Space is the place
“Offices are our 
second place – 
second to home – 
and employees need 
and want to connect 
with the company 
they work for.”

http://www.whitelabelnetwork.net


Expanding  
to Nigeria

In 2016, the European Commis-
sion’s largest business support 
network, the Enterprise Europe 

Network (EEN) expanded their op-
erations to Nigeria, the first in Africa.

To showcase this expansion, EEN 
Nigeria teamed up with the Europe-
an External Action Service (EEAS) 
annual EU Nigeria Business Forum 
(EUNBF) in Lagos as a backdrop to 
launch the new service. As the LC-
CI’s senior international business 
manager and Sub-Saharan Africa 
lead I went to Lagos to investigate. 

Access
The EUNBF has served as a plat-

form for EU and Nigerian businesses 
to interact towards increasing domes-
tic investments, enhancing access to 
the EU market and building strategic 
partnerships. The 3rd EUNBF, which 
was held in Lagos in September 2014, 
tagged ‘Time for the private sector’, 
focused on highlighting the sectors 
where EU development cooperation 
fund could be used to catalyse private 
sector investments. The 4th edition – 
‘Unlocking opportunities for diversi-
fication’ – was held in Lagos in 2015 
and concentrated on accessing the 
EU market through the Economic 
Partnership Agreement and develop-
ment of the agricultural value chains. 

It is within this context that the 
2016 EUNBF focussed on ‘Harness-
ing Nigeria’s potential for economic 
growth”. The 5th edition dedicated 
the contents on creating opportu-
nities for EU and Nigerian SMEs to 
increase their businesses via new-
ly established network in Nigeria, 
identify opportunities in the textile 
value chain and extend options for 
accessing long term finance for the 
critical power sector in Nigeria. 

The development of EEN Nigeria, 
represented by key chambers in-
cluding the Nigeria-Belgium Cham-
ber of Commerce, Kano Chamber 

of Commerce, Industry, Mines and 
Agriculture; Lagos Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry and the Port 
Harcourt Chamber of Commerce, 
Industry, Mines and Agriculture has 
come at a critical time for Nigeria.  
Macroeconomic conditions have 
worsened In the country, triggered 
by lower oil prices, depreciation of 
the unofficial exchange rates and a 
drop in foreign reserves.  Inflation 
and unemployment also spiked dur-
ing this period and for the first time 
in decades, Nigeria recorded nega-
tive growth in Q1, 2016. 

Vast
The scale of Nigeria’s economy 

is vast – it is by far Africa’s largest 
economy by size and population 
and remains an attractive economy 
for UK exporters and investors.  

While the Nigerian economy re-
mains diversified with oil accounting 
for only 10 per cent of GDP,  bigger 
emphasis has been placed on promot-
ing some of the key non-oil sectors for 
foreign investment and development, 
particularly in power infrastructure, 
agriculture and agri-processing, 
manufacturing, training, solid min-
erals and the digital economy.   UK 
companies are well placed to service 
Nigeria’s demands helped by business 
commonalities that include similar 
legal practices, language, culture and 
the same time zone.

This is encouraging news, and 
as result the EEN team at LCCI, in 
partnership with EEN Nigeria and 
the EEAS, is launching the first ever 
EU brokerage event and company 
mission to Nigeria.

The brokerage event and com-
pany mission will join companies 
from several EU countries and will 
run concurrently with the EEAS 7th 
annual EU Nigeria Business Forum 
(EUNBF) scheduled to take place 
during October 2017.

To register interest in joining  
the mission email Olivia Ronayne  
at LCCI:  oronayne@
londonchamber.co.uk

by Ruma Deb
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TACT Facilities 
Management:  
a unique solution 
for every building!
Tact FM is a hard services 
led Facilities Management 
Company. We make it our 
responsibility that your 
buildings and services run 
efficiently, smoothly and most 
importantly that all services / 
consumables are cost effective 
and of a high standard. 

We can manage all your 
building services/maintenance 
and supply facilities management 
support in a way which works 
best for your company and any 
projects in hand. Whether you 
need to re-tender a contract 
or review your  FM strategy we 
can tailor make a consultancy 
package to meet your needs. Our 
true area of expertise lies in: 

• Complete asset management 
strategies

• Air Con/HVAC
• Planned preventative 

maintenance services

• Multi site Mechanical and 
Electrical maintenance

• Electrical fixed wire testing / 
PAT Testing

• Building fabric maintenance 
and repairs

• Consumables / Distribution 
of parts

At Tact FM, we pride ourselves on 
delivering a professional approach 
and a consultative service tailored 
to each of our client’s needs and 
requirements. We have direct 
relationships and partnerships 
with leading manufactures and 
suppliers bringing you quality of 
service and the latest innovations 
to the market.

Contact us to find out more 
on how we can assist your 
Facilities requirements 
Tel: 01628 244905 
Email: contactus@tactfm.com 
www.tactfm.com

SPONSORED COLUMN

[Click/tap for more info]

mailto:oronayne@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:oronayne@londonchamber.co.uk
http://www.tactfm.com
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Ugandan trade

Godfrey Kwoba (right in picture), Commercial and Economic 
Counsellor at the Ugandan High Commission was a recent visitor 
to the London Chamber along with his colleague Moses Mpungu 
to discuss ongoing trade promotion activities. The Chamber takes 
annual trade missions to East Africa and Kampala, Uganda’s capital, 
is often featured.
Top UK exports to Uganda include road vehicles, power generating 
machinery, medicinal and pharmaceutical products and general 
industrial machinery. Uganda’s primary exports are agricultural 
products including vegetables, coffee, tea and flowers.

Peace dividend
Former LCCI Treasurer and 
long-standing member of the 
Council, Ken Gardener has 
been honoured with the ICC 
Merchants of Peace Award.

Established by ICC – the world 
business organisation – the 
award recognises members of 

the business community who have 
made a significant contribution to 
advancing ICC’s mission to promote 
peace and prosperity through inter-
national trade and investment.

Ken Gardener certainly fulfils 
that criteria. Alongside senior po-
sitions in a range of international 
corporations, he has worked with 
ICC for almost half a century in a 

number of important roles.
He was a member of ICC UK’s 

governing body for over 40 years – 
for much of that time as its Honor-
ary Treasurer.

Principles
He was also instrumental in the 

development of ICC’s first set of 
principles for international invest-
ment – a landmark product which 
has shaped government policy and 
corporate behaviour in the years 
since.

Ken Gardener also served as a 
member of ICC’s World Council and 
the organisation’s Finance Commit-
tee. At the London Chamber, as well 
as being perhaps the longest serving 
Treasurer in the LCCI’s history,  he 
has been been a constant source of 
advice and support in both interna-
tional and domestic trade matters.

The award is named after ICC 
founders, known as the ‘merchants 
of peace’, who recognised the pow-
erful role trade and investment 
could play in fostering peace and 
prosperity among nations.

www.iccwbo.org

Ashley Goodall 
on how tech can 
diversify and 

transform Iraq’s economy. 

One of the big hits at this year’s 
IBBC (Iraq Britain Business 
Council) conference was the 

tech panel with four leading compa-
nies using technology to deliver their 
unique services: Zain Telco, launch-
ing Zain Cash; Restrata who offer 
cyber security to the traditional and 
emergent digital economy; Gulftain-
er, providing the logistics to connect 
Iraq to the world of commerce; and 
Inevert, a start-up tech investor.

There is a clear appetite and am-
bition in youthful Iraq to connect 
with the modern world and repur-
pose the country’s economy. The 
digitisation of the Iraqi economy 
could usefully transform several ob-
jectives in one swoop and be a mas-
sive agent of positive change.

Diversify
First and foremost is the need 

to diversify the economy away 

from reliance on oil and gas. Iraq 
has plentiful supplies of oil but the 
price is volatile and the country still 
needs to find employment for mil-
lions of young people. Digitising the 
economy would not only provide 
hundreds of thousands of jobs, but 
connect the economy to the mod-
ern world, virtually and in reality. 
A by-product of tech will enable the 
rapidly growing young generation, 
who are numerate and tech friend-
ly, to have engaging jobs and fulfil 
aspirations, instead of a distractive 
poverty and extreme ideologies.

Secondly, Tech as a transactional 
mechanism also drives transparen-
cy, especially when money is con-
cerned. Tech bypasses corruption: 
it’s no secret that Mastercard is seen 
as a benign influence in eradicating 
fraud and corruption in emerging 
economies. Likewise, Zain pay now 
offer online payments via Facebook 
for entrepreneurs to sell their prod-
ucts and services. Not only does this 
open up ecommerce to millions of 
naturally entrepreneurial Iraqis, but 
also to people and markets  in the 

wider region, along with options to 
pay for advertising and marketing 
support. All this  without the need 
to pay middle men or bribes. Tech 
is the ‘agent’ of transparency, for the 
people and for government.

Transformation
Finally, tech is an agent of cultur-

al transformation and change – as 
people engage with each other in 
social media, collaborate in busi-
ness, and young people learn from 
educational programs. The UK 
government conducts swathes of 
its civic, electoral and societal busi-
ness via the internet. Likewise Iraq 
can transform government activity 
within the country, and ‘Iraq tech’ 
can also change external percep-
tions of the country. 

What can make this happen? 
Much of the infrastructure is already 
in the country through the private 
sector.  Zain telco and its Zain pay 
wallet – Restrata – have the cyber 
tech to protect businesses. Omar 
Hussan of Inevert is eyeing opportu-
nities for investment. Much more in-

vestment is required into the emer-
gent start-up economy, and despite 
availability of the free ‘Google skills,’ 
the government needs to embrace 
tech education, infrastructure and 
online transactions. But the private 
sector can already see entrepreneuri-
al commerce as the driver of change.

 With a young and educated pop-
ulation of natural trading entrepre-
neurs, keen to get on with their lives, 
it’s only a matter of time before the 
country leapfrogs less liberal coun-
tries in the region. Iraq has been held 
back for too long, but now could be 
the time the dynamism of the peo-
ple, their access to electronic plat-
forms, and relative stability could 
catapult it into a golden age of tech.

Ashley Goodall is marketing 
consultant to IBBC – Iraq Britain 
Business Council 
www.webuildiraq.org

From bombs to bytes

http://www.iccwbo.org
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n  Rubica Change & Analytics
Rubica Change & Analytics has 
now launched its London dates 
for PuMP® – a world-renowned 
and proven performance 
measurement methodology that 
helps organisations build KPI’s 
that are better aligned to their 
strategy and supports them in 
achieving their strategic goals: 

“PuMP is the most accessible 
and common-sense system I 
have come across, which even at 
an early stage of implementation 
is demonstrating real benefits. 
The workshop provided by 
Rubica is comprehensive 
and led by enthusiastic and 
knowledgeable trainers, with 
‘real-world’ experience…”
Graeme Henderson, Scottish 
Social Services Council

The next London workshop will 
take place on 23-24 May. LCCI 
members will receive 10% off 
the usual workshop price. Find 
out more: pump@rubica.co.uk or 
0333 241 3008. 

n Links of London
Introducing Links of London as 
Official Licensee to Ascot and 
Royal Ascot, with the NEW 
‘Ascot Collection’. 
Links of London, the award 
winning British jewellery and gift 
brand for women and men, has 
reinforced its links to the British 
social and sporting calendar by 
becoming an official licensee 
to Ascot, and to the jewel in 
the crown, Royal Ascot.  The 
specially designed collection 
includes extensions of some 
of the most iconic collections 
such as Sweetie, Narrative 

and Diamond Essentials, 
with an array of Keepsakes 
capturing the exciting and 
colourful atmosphere of 
the Ascot Race days.
Contact: CorporateGifts@
linksoflondon.co.uk

n Hillier Hopkins LLP
We are delighted to announce 
that Michael Jacoby, Senior 
Manager in our London office, 
became a Principal at Hillier 
Hopkins on 1st April 2017. 

Mike joined us in 2005, 
qualifying as an ACA in 2008, 
having trained in our Watford 
office. Mike moved to London 
in 2009 to support the audit 
function there and has been 
an important member of the 
team, taking responsibility for 
the larger media and corporate 
clients in addition to the daily 
running of the department. 

n  The London Law Practice
The London Law Practice are 
pleased to announce that we 
have been nominated in the 
category of Diversity Scheme 
of the Year for The Solicitors 
Journal Awards 2017 to be 
held on 17 May 2017.  The 
London Law Practice is a law 
firm specialising in helping 
SME’s with fixed fees and 
retainer options across a range 
of commercial areas of law and 
the nomination comes on top 
of a successful year in which 
the firm has expanded its team, 
international affiliations and 
areas of practice. 

To find out more visit: 
www.londonlawpractice.com.

n India Business Group
Nominate for The Indian Awards 
2017
Nominations are now open 
for The Indian Awards 2017, 
presented by the India 
Business Group. We will be 
celebrating the UK-India Special 
Relationship at a gala dinner on 
22 June 2017 in the Houses of 
Parliament.  
This new initiative aims to 
recognise outstanding UK-based 
individuals and organisations, 
which have contributed to 
strengthening the UK/India 
partnership, over the past 
five years. There are 6 award 
categories and the deadline 
for entries is 1 May 2017. The 
winners will be chosen by a 
panel of judges and announced 
at the dinner. 
For more information about the 
awards / nominations, please 
visit www.theindianawards.com. 

n The Outsider’s Perspective
Title: How to Win and Keep 
Customers
Type: Interactive Masterclass
Date: May 25, 2017
Time: 9:30 AM - 5 PM
Location: Terrace Gallery, 
Museum of London
Full Price: £490 (inc. VAT)
Discount Code: 
LONDONCHAMBER (25% off)
Description: 
Learn how to find answers 
to the question “What do 
we need to grow?” Learn to 
spot gaps and opportunities 
in your customer experience 
to innovate. Learn how your 
business can attract the right 
customers, generate organic 
word-of-mouth, and set it on a 
sustainable growth course by 
mapping out a smart Customer 
Experience (CX) strategy. 
This interactive masterclass 
is designed purely to help 
organisations learn how to truly 

differentiate themselves and 
grow their profit using lean 
mindsets and approaches. This 
is not a lecture or a seminar. 
You will learn by doing. It will be 
unforgettable and actionable!

n Aitchison Rafferty
Aitchison Raffety, leading 
property consultant, has 
published an important Data 
Sheet for Business Rates 
following the number of notable 
changes the Government has 
made to accompany the 2017 
Rating Revaluation.  The Data 
Sheet will provide assistance 
in calculating rate liability for 
assessments in England and can 
be downloaded at www.argroup.
co.uk/services/businessrates.  
Aitchison Raffety has a proven 
track record of saving money 
having saved £50m in business 
rate liability for clients in the 
last rating revaluation period.   
Email myles.obrien@argroup.
co.uk for further details.

n Victory Services Club 
launches ‘VSC 110’ campaign to 
celebrate its 110th anniversary
The Victory Services Club (VSC) 
today announces the launch 
of its ‘VSC 110’ campaign. The 
campaign has been designed to 
mark the venue’s anniversary 
whilst celebrating 110 years of 
timeless service and exploring 
the future of events.  With a 
strong focus on service, the 
campaign will deliver a number 
of educational initiatives and 
online content that will take a 
closer look at the concept of 
service and what the future 
might look like for events.

Members’ noticeboard
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Containing the problem
An innovative emergency 
accommodation development 
opened in Ealing last month.

Marston Court has been cre-
ated in partnership with 
Ealing Council and is an 

innovative response to housing sup-
ply problems in the borough. It is a 
34-apartment development created 
using a kit of moveable and re-us-
able parts, based around re-pur-
posed shipping containers, offering 
a sustainable, robust, affordable and 
flexible solution to short-term ac-
commodation.

The need for immediate accom-
modation across England is growing 
with nearly 15,000 households in 
the last quarter of 2016 considered 
homeless and more than 75,000 
households last year in temporary 
accommodation, up 10 per cent 
from the previous year.  

In London, the situation is par-
ticularly acute with 53,370 house-
holds homeless and 2,293 in Ealing 
alone.

Emergency accommodation in 
Ealing has become critical, with a 
steady decline in the availability of 
suitable options, Ealing Council has 
found it increasingly difficult to pro-
vide in-borough temporary accom-
modation. 

Specialist
Marston Court is a joint devel-

opment by QED Sustainable Urban 
Developments and social housing 
repairs and maintenance provider 
Mears Group. CargoTek, a specialist 
supplier of sustainable and flexible 

spaces, provided the modular ac-
commodation. 

The Marston Court development 
is located on a brownfield site that 
attracted fly tipping and anti-social 
activity. The development, which 
brings vacant land back into pro-
ductivity through interim use, will 
help those in immediate need of 

emergency accommodation, includ-
ing young families and low-income 
individuals.

The development, which will 
home up to 72 individuals, com-
prises four pavilions with 34 secure, 
ready to move in fully furnished 
apartments, a management office, 
laundry and refuse storage. 

Community
Councillor Jasbir Anand, cabi-

net member for housing at Ealing 
Council, said: “Like all London 
boroughs, Ealing is facing a mas-
sive housing crisis and we believe 
that some radical thinking is need-
ed. The Marston Court develop-
ment is just one of a number of 
projects that we are undertaking 
to repurpose underused brown-
field sites and transform them into 
assets that benefit our local com-
munity in as cost-effective way as 
possible.  

 “As a council, we are also lob-
bying the government to support 
councils by addressing the rules 
that stops us from building more 
social housing. We want to pro-
vide more quality housing for our 
residents, but the current restric-
tions around funding these kinds 
of developments need an urgent 
rethink.”

Top entertainment at Lingfield Park

Over 70 members from the 
Croydon and West Kent 
Chambers of Commerce came 
together March to enjoy an 
afternoon of Spring racing at 

Lingfield Park Racecourse.  
Annabel Fogden, general 
manager of the Croydon 
Chamber: “This is our third 
annual race day at Lingfield 

and we are never disappointed. 
Lingfield offers our members the 
perfect occasion to entertain 
guests and network; the 
hospitality is excellent and we 

had the best view of the finish 
line from the Upper Eclipse 
Suite.” 

www.lingfieldpark.co.uk

Annabel Fogden makes a presentation to the owners 
and trainer of winning  horse Top of The Bank

http://www.lingfieldpark.co.uk
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Over the last century the wa-
ter vole has experienced the 
most severe decline of any 

wild mammal in the UK.
In 2015, the People’s Trust for En-

dangered Species (PTES) launched 
the first National Water Vole Mon-
itoring Programme (NWVMP). 
Following two successful years, this 
month, PTES is once again calling for 
existing volunteers and new recruits 
to survey sites for signs and sightings 
of water voles, to find out how popu-
lations are faring across the UK.

Devastating
Water voles were once a common 

sight along UK riverbanks and wa-
terways, but during the 20th centu-
ry their populations experienced a 
dramatic decline due to the inten-
sification of agriculture, loss and 
fragmentation of habitat, pollution 
of watercourses and more recently 
predation by non-native American 
mink. The impact of mink has been 
particularly devastating - between 
1989 and 1998 the water vole popu-
lation crashed by almost 90 per cent. 
Since then conservation groups have 
been working hard to improve hab-
itats and control mink numbers, to 
try and save the much-loved water 
vole, but it’s important to monitor 
how populations have responded 
and what the current national picture 
is. By keeping a closer eye on water 
voles, PTES can respond quickly if a 
crisis happens in the future.

Last year, PTES received data 
from 404 sites across England, Scot-
land and Wales, of which 185 had 
water vole signs present. The distri-
bution of positive sites was skewed 
towards Scotland, partly due to the 
large number of sites surveyed there, 
but encouragingly there were occu-
pied sites across the UK from Corn-
wall to the Highlands. While this is 
good news, PTES is looking for more 
volunteers to survey sites this year to 
ensure all regions have enough sites 

being surveyed to get a clear picture 
of water vole numbers across the 
UK. In particular, more surveyors 
are needed to take part in north east 
England, southern Scotland, parts of 
Wales and the West Midlands.

Sightings
Volunteers are asked to survey 

one of the nearly 900 pre-selected 
sites across the UK, recording all 
sightings and signs of water voles 
along a 500m length of riverbank 
during May. Sites that are already 
being surveyed can also be regis-
tered with the programme.  Though 
no prior experience is required, vol-
unteers will need to learn how to 
identify water vole field signs.

Emily Thomas, Key Species Mon-
itoring and Data Officer at PTES 
explains: “We’ve had a fantastic re-
sponse to the NWVMP over the last 
two years and the data collected so 
far is invaluable. With the help of 
volunteers, we will continue building 
a robust dataset which will be used 
to monitor year on year trends in 
the water vole population, to estab-
lish any further changes and to help 
guide future conservation efforts”

To find out more, or to take part in 
PTES’ 2017 National Water Vole 
Monitoring Programme, visit: 
www.ptes.org/watervoles

If you want to support PTES’ 
ongoing conservation work, you 
can donate £3 by texting ‘PTES17 
£3’ to 70070.

Help save the UK’s 
endangered water vole

Watervole survey in progress. (Photo by PTES)

Water vole. (Photo by Ian Schofield)

[Click/tap for more info]

http://www.ptes.org/watervoles
http://www.dcs-solutions.co.uk
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Make your pitch – but 
avoid a horror show

Cringe-making, toe-curling, 
awkward, confusing, arro-
gant, shabby, disorganised, 

unbelievable, deluded ... all words 
that could be used to describe the 
worst business pitches. And most of 
us have been there, at one side of the 
table or another. If you want to avoid 
pitfalls with pitches, then read on.

I don’t consider myself to be a 
‘pitch guru’ but, over the years, I 
have spent some time in the vibrant 
start-up London ecosystem, and 
have mentored start-ups in the UK 
and across the channel. 

I come across pitches a lot – and 
I’m usually in the audience or watch-
ing from the wings.  Sometimes it’s 
on a one-to-one, confidential basis. 
Other times, it’s at so-called pitching 
events. The latest one was the Pitch-
Fire event, part of the RoboBusiness 
Expo in Milan, which was interest-
ing and well organised. 

This experience prompted me to 
clarify some thoughts about pitch-
ing which might prove helpful as 
a checklist when you’re preparing 
your next pitch. These five points 
are based on what I’ve actually heard 
before at pitches, time and again.  

Twists and turns
There are plenty more I could add 

which are important too: liabilities, 
trademarks/patents, working cap-
ital, return on investment, and exit 
strategies for example.

Then we could get into all the de-
tail beneath of each of these, which 
is really crucial because your audi-
ence may push you for more infor-
mation. The conversation could take 
all sorts of twists and turns. But each 

pitch will be so unique for every 
company that a single article can’t 
do the job.  

Parting advice
I have mentored many start-

ups in different sectors including 
telecoms, IT, agriculture, mari-
time,  tech manufacturing, and fin-
tech.  But when it comes to pitches, 

many of the ground rules are exactly 
the same and they all need to work 
towards answering a single ques-
tion: Is this a viable business worth 
investing in? 

What I hope you’ll take from this 
article is the need to be 100 per cent 
prepared for your next pitch. Work 
with someone who will give you 
clear, honest and constructive feed-

back. Much better to take it from 
them and work together on making 
it better, than emerging from a pitch 
with your dream in tatters and a po-
tentially brilliant business plan that’s 
failed at the first hurdle.

Stefano Maifreni is founder and 
director of Eggcelerate
www.eggcelerate.com

by Stefano Maifreni

Five things you need in a pitch – and what’s often said

1. What you do
If you can’t articulate what 
you do in a pitch to potential 
investors, partners or others, 
then how will customers have 
any a chance of understanding? 
Be very clear at the outset. You 
should be able to give anyone a 
good idea within 30 seconds.

2. Unique selling 
proposition (USP)
What makes you different? Why 
does the marketplace need your 
products or services? Three 
reasons are ideal. Make them 
clear, compelling and unique. And 
show you know the TLA! (That’s a 
three-letter acronym standing for 
‘three-letter acronym’!)

3. Competitors
Unless you’ve designed the 
world’s first teleportation machine 
or pizzas that deliver themselves, 
then you will surely have 
competitors. But even in that case, 
you have substitutes or competing 
technology, maybe from adjacent 
industries. The answer above is 
naive. Prepare for this question. 
Research competitors, even if their 
offering is slightly different. Know 
their strengths and weaknesses. 
Work out if your advantages are 
sustainable. 

4. Your team
Many people respond this way. 
But we are all unique in some 
way. This kind of answer also 

points to a slightly unhealthy 
inward looking approach to 
the business that could be 
viewed as self serving. Much 
better to explain the business 
benefit of each individual – their 
experience and contacts for 
example. Then your stock will 
grow in the minds of investors. 
After all, they are investing in 
your team so why should they?

5. Finance
This is where many pitches 
come unstuck. Until now 
you’ve been talking about ‘your 
world’. Now you’re firmly in 
their territory. And they are 
the experts. Make sure you 
have the right answers and 
figures to back up everything 
you say – otherwise your pitch 
will unravel at this point (if it’s 
still intact). Be detailed about 
what you’re using the money 
for. Use an expert to help you 
with this so you’re absolutely 
confident in all you say.  

I didn’t understand 
what you do

Who are you 
competing against?

What will you 
be using the 
money for?

Talk to me about 
your Team

What are your USPs?

The timeslot was 
too short to talk 

about our business 
model

Oh, we have no 
competitors

Mainly product 
development. And  

a bit of BizDev.

We have known one 
another for so long, 

we have diverse 
skills, really unique

My what ...?

http://www.eggcelerate.com
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Keeping employees safe

W ith political, economic 
and social instability 
dominating the news, 

the legal responsibility of busi-
nesses to keep employees safe is 
a priority for all organisations. In 
a world where civilian safety is 
highly compromised, it is crucial 
that organisations have the ability 
to track the location of their em-
ployees around the world. It isn’t 
just the traditional countries that 
are under threat these days; organ-
isations need to know the exact 
movements of their travellers even 
when they are in European desti-
nations – in order to make contin-
gency plans quickly and safely in 
times of disruption.  

Measures
If you have employees travelling 

on company business within your 
organisation, you have a responsi-

bility to ensure that correct meas-
ures have been taken to ensure their 
safety and provide your employees 
with information on what to do in 
the event of an emergency. Owing 
to the increased threat to global 
security, organisations are greatly 
aware of the need to know where 
their travellers are at any given mo-
ment and their duty to maintain 
their safety to comply with legal re-
sponsibilities. 

Duty of care in the world of trav-
el does not just cover what to do 

in a  major emergency, it includes 
providing your employees with in-
formation and training on how to 
book their trip using suppliers that 
have been verified for risk, safe-
ty precautions to exercise whilst 
travelling including arranging 
ground transportation in advance 
rather than just using a local taxi, 
and researching the correct busi-
ness etiquette and customs prior 
to arriving in certain destinations 
to ensure that you do not cause of-
fence. Having booking guidelines 

in your travel policy is the first step 
to ensuring compliance. 

Approved
Organisations that arrange their 

travel independently, outside of a 
travel management company and 
managing their own traveller safe-
ty, may not be using approved sup-
pliers and, more importantly, have 
no traceability on their movements. 
How do you know if a particular 
person is in London, Lima or Lis-
bon at a particular time or indeed 
how they travelled there or where 
they are staying? People change 
their flights out of hours and dia-
ries are not always kept up to date. 

Martine Holland-Robinson is 
customer relations manager at 
ACE Travel Management 
www.acetravel.co.uk. 

by Martine Holland-Robinson
“Owing to the 
increased threat to 
global security, 
organisations are 
greatly aware of the 
need to know where 
their travellers are at 
any given moment.”

ADVERTORIAL

The £100,000 Dilemma
How much do you earn from your business per hour? 
How much do you charge out?

MOST business owners never consider how 
much their time is worth per hour. This leads 
to the fallacy that you save more money in the 
business by doing stuff yourself and not hiring an 
extra hand. 

Say your yearly profit after tax (before you 
take any money out of the business) is £50,000 
and, annually, you work 50-hour weeks with two 
weeks’ holiday. Your rate is £20/hour (£50,000 
÷ 2,500).

Are you happy working at this rate? How could 

you increase it? The answer is: either increase 
the profitability of the business (numerator) or 
decrease the number of hours you spend on the 
business (denominator).

You can increase the numerator by doing 
activities that pay more than £20/hour. 

Spend your time sourcing key customers if you 
can establish they will be worth it over the next 
few years. You could also invest time in recruiting 
a new member of staff and training them to be 
as good (valuable) as you. The per-hour return of 
this effort should be beneficial. 

Unfortunately, business owners often put 
these high-value activities off. 

You can decrease the denominator either by 
drawing a hard line around your personal time or 
avoiding activities with a lower per-hour rate. 

Against a list of your activities on a daily, 
weekly, monthly, quarterly and one-off  
basis, consider what you could pay  
someone hourly to do each. If the hourly rate is 
less than you are worth when doing your most 
valuable work, get someone else to do it. If 
you focus on using more of your time to earn a 
higher rate per hour, your business will be more 

profitable or you’ll be able to work fewer hours.
How much per hour would you pay for extra 

leisure time? How much would your partner/child 
pay for an hour of your time? Is £20/hour worth 
the sacrifices you make?

i  Excerpted from ‘Sparks: Ideas to Ignite 
your Business Growth’ by Shweta Jhajharia, a 
leading global business coach. Find out more 
at www.londoncoachinggroup.com

[Click/tap for more info]

http://www.acetravel.co.uk/
http://www.londoncoachinggroup.com
http://www.londoncoachinggroup.com/
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Proposals for cutting food waste Pompeii: EU funds to highlight jewel 
of European heritageEnvironment MEPs put forward a 

number of possible measures to 
cut the EU 88 million tonnes per 
year food waste by half by 2030 
on the 11 March. MEPs called 
on the European Commission to 
lift existing restrictions on food 
donations and stressed a solution 
is needed for the confusion 
created for many consumers by 
the “best before” and “use by” 
labelling.

“In developed countries food 
is wasted mostly at the end of 
the chain, at distribution and 
consumption. Everyone has 
a responsibility to tackle this 
problem”, said lead MEP Biljana 
Borzan.  “My report calls for a 
coordinated policy response on 
labelling, liability and education, 
as most consumers do not 
understand the precise meaning 
of “best before” and “use by” 
labelling”, she said.

“Moreover, we should address 
the shortcomings of existing EU 
legislation where it hinders food 
donations.  We need to update our 
common VAT system to allow for 
tax exemptions. A form of “good 
Samaritan” legislation at EU level 

could lead to greater volumes of 
food being donated and reducing 
food being wasted, without 
compromising current standards of 
food safety”, she added.

MEPs call on EU countries 
to achieve food waste cuts 
by 30% by 2025 and 50 by 
2030, reiterating the objective 
Parliament set out in its waste 
legislation voted in March.

National authorities and 
stakeholders need to educate 
consumers in the understanding 
of “use by” and “best before” dates 
and the usability of foodstuffs 
after the “best before” date, MEPs 
stated. The Commission will have 
to assess the possible benefits 
of removing certain dates for 
products without any risk to public 
health or the environment.

The Commission should also 
propose a change in the VAT 
directive that would explicitly 
authorise tax exemptions on 
food donations. The EU Fund 
for European Aid to the Most 
Deprived (FEAD) should get the 
possibility to finance the cost of 
collecting, transporting, storing 
and distributing food donations.

Last month the EU Commission 
allocated almost €50 million 
from the European Regional 
Development Fund to the 
continuation of the renovation and 
preservation works on the iconic 
Italian archaeological site.

After the completion of the 
restoration works co-financed by 
the EU Cohesion Policy, the Ancient 
Roman city of Pompeii, classified 
as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, 
is expected to welcome almost 
200,000 additional tourists per 
year.

Regional Policy Commissioner 
Corina Creţu, who visited the 
project in February, said: “In Pompeii 
we restore and preserve works 
of art from the past, but we are 
really doing it for our future; so 
our grandchildren can enjoy this 
unique site, part of our common 
History and cultural identity. And 
we are also contributing significantly 
to the economic development of 
the Campania region, by boosting 
tourism and entrepreneurship.” The 
€50 million investment package 
finances the consolidation of the 

structures and ancient buildings 
of the archaeological site in order 
to restore its urban character, the 
construction of a water canalisation 
and drainage system, other 
restoration and enhancement works 
as well as training for the staff.

The EU started supporting 
renovation works in Pompeii in 
the 2000-2006 financial period, 
and adopted the Pompeii “major 
project”, worth €105 million overall, 
in 2007-2013. Today’s decision will 
allow this project to be completed 
with funds from the 2014-2020 
period.

The UNESCO site of Pompeii has 
been under excavation to varying 
degrees since 1748. Exposure of 
the excavated site as well as poor 
excavation techniques mean that 
the site has deteriorated over time.

The Pompeii major project 
aims to stop and reverse the 
deterioration of the site while 
consolidating disparate sites into 
a single excavated area. In 2016, 
the site was also made wheel chair 
accessible, with the help of EU 
funds.

EU-Philippines trade negotiations
The EU is negotiating a free 
trade agreement with the 
Philippines. The aim is to 
conclude an agreement similar 
in coverage to those the EU 
achieved in its trade agreements 
with Singapore in 2014 and 
Vietnam in 2015. All three 
countries are members of the 
Association of South East 
Asian Nations (ASEAN). The 

objective is for bilateral trade 
agreements with individual 
ASEAN countries to serve as 
building blocks towards a future 
region-to-region agreement 
between the EU and ASEAN.

The EU officially launched 
negotiations with the Philippines 
on 22 December 2015. The 
first round of talks was held 
in Brussels in May 2016 and 

a second in Cebu City in the 
Philippines in February 2017. 

As with its previous trade 
negotiations with other ASEAN 
countries, before launching 
talks the EU carried out a 
joint scoping exercise with the 
Philippines to determine the 
scope and the level of ambition 
of a future trade agreement. 
The exercise was successfully 
concluded in October 2015 
and in November 2015 EU 
governments authorised the 

Commission to start negotiations. 
On the EU side, negotiations 

are led by the European 
Commission’s Directorate 
General for Trade under 
the leadership of the Chief 
Negotiator Peter Berz, with the 
support of experts from other 
parts of the Commission.

The aim is for bilateral 
FTAs with individual ASEAN 
countries to serve as building 
blocks towards a future region-
to-region agreement. 

New rules will ensure that 
minerals used by European 
industries are sourced 
responsibly, diverting revenues 
away from rebel groups, conflict, 
and terror. The European 
Parliament on the 16 of March 
adopted by an overwhelming 
majority the proposal to stop 
trade in conflict minerals.

“I’m very glad we now 
have an ambitious, workable 
solution to eliminate conflict 
minerals from supply chains,” 
said Commissioner for Trade 
Cecilia Malmström after the 

vote. “Trade needs to take 
account of our values and the 
Parliament’s decision today is a 
great example of how this can 
be achieved.

The new rules will ensure 
that minerals used by European 
industries are sourced 
responsibly, in a way that does 
not harm populations in mining 
regions and does not fuel war. 
The new regulation will reduce 
the hardship and human rights 
abuses that have for too long 
accompanied this trade.

Transparent and responsible 

supply chains mean revenues 
will not go into the hands of 
rebel groups, but to investment 
in schools and hospitals, 
supporting a well-governed 
state underpinned by the rule of 
law. It means improving people’s 
lives, from conflict and terror to 
opportunity and hope. It means 
encouraging the economic 
growth that helps the poorest 
regions grow sustainably.”

The regulation brokered by 
the Commission and voted today 
by the European Parliament 
will impose due diligence rules 

on companies importing tin, 
tantalum, tungsten and gold. 
Such metals and minerals are 
used in the production of 
everyday products such as 
mobile phones, car and jewelry. 
The rules will cover up to 95% of 
imports as of 1 January 2021. In 
the meantime, the Commission 
and Member States will work to 
make sure that the necessary 
structures are in place to ensure 
EU-wide implementation.

To become effective, the 
regulation still has to be formally 
adopted by the Council.

Commissioner Malmström welcomes Parliament’s approval to 
stop trade in minerals financing armed conflicts



2015 Security Services Ltd
104-106 Carnbrook Road, 
Ilford IG1 4LZ
T: 07412 570323
sajid@2015security.co.uk
www.2015security.co.uk
Security services

ANJ Executive
35 Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw 
Street, Hoxton, London N1 6LD
T: 07428 569248
arthurnjones@gmail.com
Management consultancy

Aroeira Salles Limited
1 Royal Exchange, London EC3V 3DG
T: 020 3751 6285
www.aroeirasalles.com
Brazilian law firm

Axiom Stone 
Axiom House, 1 Spring Villa Road, 
Edgware HA8 7EB
T: 020 8951 6989
enquiries@axiomstone.co.uk
www.axiomstone.co.uk
Solicitors

B&A Immigration Ltd
40 Bank Street,  
London E14 5NR
T: 01296 709926
info@baimmigrationlaw.com
www.baimmigrationlaw.com
US immigration legal services

Barking Enterprise Centre CIC
50 Cambridge Road, 
Barking IG11 8FG
T: 020 8227 3030
reception@
barkingenterprisecentre.co.uk
www.beccic.co.uk
Serviced office

Bespoke Mediation Service
Suite 12, 4th Floor,  
AMP House, Dingwall 
Road, Croydon CR0 2LX
T: 020 3879 7876
ts@bmeds.co.uk
www.bespokemediationservice.co.uk
Family mediation and family law

Best Delivery Services Ltd
66 Garesfield Gardens, 
Burnopfield, Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE16 6LF
T: 01207 272830
yaxley@bestdeliveryservicesuk.co.uk
Delivery services

Bibby Financial Services 
South London Business Centre, 
High Street, Redhill RH1 1NY
T: 080 8301 5408
paul.rice@
bibbyfinancialservices.com
www.bibbyfinancialservices.com
Finance

Business Values Partnership
46 Mount Aravat Road, 
Richmond TW10 6PJ
T: 07500 765733
maia@ 
businessvaluespartnership.co.uk
www. 
businessvaluespartnership.co.uk
Coaching and consulting

Clearview Homes 
Clearview House, 201 Pinner Road, 
Northwood Hills HA6 1BX
T: 01923 840048
www.clearviewhomes.co.uk
Property development

Climate Engineering Solutions
Allied House, Kelpatrick Road, 
Slough SL1 6BW
T: 01628 663519
info@climate-engineering.co.uk
www.climate-engineering.co.uk
Building engineering services

Club Nouvelle
27 Lord Street, Liverpool L2 6PG
T: 0151 676 9556
j.thacker@clubnouvelle.co.uk
www.clubnouvelle.co.uk
Corporate hospitality

CTS Cleaning Solutions
40 Hollington Road, 
London E6 3QL
T: 07956 322534
www.ctscleaningsolutionsltd.co.uk
Commercial cleaning

New members 
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EVENTS

Wednesday 31 May 2017
EEN Taiwan will host a business brokerage event on 31 May during 
Computex Taipei 2017. Comuptex Taipei is a leading international 
B2B trade show featuring the latest in ICT and IoT products. The 
show is becoming a major platform for global start-ups. It will focus 
on themes such as artificial intelligence and robotics, Internet of 
Things applications, innovations and start-ups, business solutions, 
gaming and virtual reality technologies.
This will be an excellent opportunity for suppliers, distributors, 
contractors and participating enterprises to promote their respective 
products and technologies but also to engage potential business 
partners in developing new ideas and exchange of information. 
Clusters or institutions will also be able to facilitate business and 
research co-operation.
Location: Taipei, Taiwan
Registration Deadline: Monday 15 May 2017

Wednesday 21 June 2017
This is a brokerage event focusing on all aspects of Circular Economy 
(which can be defined as an industrial economy hat promotes greater 
resource productivity aiming to reduce waste and avoid pollution). It 
is organised by EEN under the auspices of the Luxembourg Circular 
Economy Hotspot 2017 on 21 June 2017.
In addition to the B2B meetings, the programme includes 
roundtables, workshops and a small exhibition. High-level 
government, political and economic participants from both the wider 
European area and the whole of Benelux will speak about turning 
challenges into opportunities by embracing the Circular Economy.

Participants will also be able to exchange information with Circular 
Economy experts from all over the world who are present at the 
Luxembourg Circular Economy Hotspot 2017 and to join EEN’s event 
in the afternoon.
Location:  Luxembourg
Registration Deadline: Tuesday 20 June 2017

Thursday 29 June 2017
Unioncamere Piemonte and EEN will organise TorinoFashionMatch 
2017, a brokerage event focused on the textile and fashion industry 
where companies, fashion designers, agents and buyers, producers, 
distributors and brand participants can meet potential business and 
technological partners.
The event will be organised under the auspices of Torino Fashion 
Week between 27 June and 3 July 2017. There will be seven days of 
fashion catwalks, workshops and events. FashionMatch sessions will 
allow participants to meet with the most promising business partners 
in pre-scheduled meetings. In addition to the event catalogue, 
participants will be able to bring three items from their collection 
to the EEN B2B area for demonstration purpose only during the 
meetings.
Location: Turin, Italy
Registration Deadline: Friday 23 June 2017

Registrations for all events are now 
open. For further information please 
contact the Enterprise Europe Network 

London office at E: europe@londonchamber.co.uk
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Dawn Registered Massage 
Therapy Clinic
104-8501 162 Street, 
Surrey V4N IB2
T: 001 604 593 6653
drmtclinic@shaw.ca
dcrmt.co.uk
Registered massage therapy

Design Brothers Ltd 
28 Station Road, South Norwood, 
London SE25 5AG
T: 020 8654 3219
peter@designbrothers.net
www.designbrothers.co.uk
Web design and marketing company

Docklands Solicitors
2 Beatty House, Admirals Way, 
Docklands, Canary Wharf, 
London E14 9UF
T: 020 7531 2990
info@docklandssolicitors.com
www.docklandssolicitors.com
Solicitors

Doha Bank 
London Representative Office, 
67-68 Jermyn Street, 
London SW1Y 6NY
T: 020 7930 5667
office@dohabank.com.qa
www.dohabank.com.qa
Banking

E D & F Man Sugar Ltd
3 London Bridge Street, 
London SE1 9SG
T: 020 7089 8000
enquiries@edfman.com
www.edfman.com
Commodity brokers and dealers

EMCOR Group UK
EMCOR House, Bird Hall Lane, 
Cheadle Heath SK3 0XF
T: 0161 492 5610
ukinfo@emcor.com
www.emcoruk.com
Facilities management

EMH Global Ltd
Unit 10FS 1 – 13 Stratford Office 
Village, 14/30 Romford Road, 
Stratford, London E15 4BZ
T: 020 3176 1968
office@theemhglobal.com
www.theemhglobal.com
Digital marketing agency

Fincons Consulting Ltd
10 Orange Street, 
London WC2H 7DQ
T: 020 3102 6710
marketing@finconsgroup.com
www.finconsgroup.com
IT consulting

Genius in 21 Days
60 Cannon Street, 
London EC4N 6LY
T: 07577 021723
giulia@geniusin21days.co.uk
www.geniusin21days.com
Training provider

Hawkes Global 
Development Ltd
63 Stoke Newington High Street, 
London N16 8EL
T: 020 7341 6563
zeynel@hawkesproperties.com
Import and export of 
construction related goods

Highway Connect Ltd
Crown House, 513 North Circular 
Road, London NW10 7PN
T: 020 8277 5464
info@highwayconnects.com
www.highwayconnect.co.uk
Import/export

H-Net Ltd
28 Stephenson Road, 
Leigh-on-Sea SS9 5LY
T: 07942 854457
susanna.toth@h-net.co.uk
www.h-net.co.uk
Translation

ICON College of Technology 
and Management
Unit 21-22, 1-13 Adler Street, 
London E1 1EG
T: 020 7377 2800
info@iconcollege.com
www.iconcollege.com
College

Kingfisher River Ltd
127c Holland Road, 
London W14 8AS
T: 020 3417 3468
info@kingfisherriver.com
www.kingfisherriver.com
Ceramic home ware

LionGate Partners
33 Cavendish Square, 
London W1G 0PW
T: 020 7164 6063
info@liongate-partners.com
www.liongate-partners.com
Consultancy agency

London School of Science 
and Technology
Alperton House, First Floor, 
Bridgewater Road, 
Wembley HA0 1EH
T: 020 8795 3863
www.lsst.ac
Higher education

Luna Pharma 
Consulting Limited
17 Hanover Square, 
London W1S 1BN
T: 07425 984259
info@lunapharmaconsulting.com
www.lunapharmaconsulting.com
Service provider for Pharma

Marleholidays Ltd
Flat 19, 31 Three Colt 
Street, London E14 8HH
T: 07803 853893
britt.monks@notjusttravel.com
www.notjusttravel.com/
Britt-Monk/about
Travel agent

Miss Ballooniverse Ltd 
Flat 21, Bogart Court, 
2 Premiere Place, London E14 8SB
T: 07958 399238
natalie@missballooniverse.co.uk
www.missballooniverse.co.uk
Balloon art

Mole Law
6 Harrington Court, Altyre Road, 
Croydon CR0 5LE
T: 020 7251 3663
info@molelaw.co.uk
www.molelaw.co.uk
Commercial lawyers

Navigate Digital
150-154 Borough High Street, 
London SE1 1LB
T: 020 3597 1400
hello@navigatedigital.com
www.navigatedigital.com
Digital media agency

Pacific Security Systems Ltd
Nova House, Leeds Road, 
Langley ME17 3JQ
T: 0870 850 8404
syd@pacific-uk.co.uk
www.pacific-uk.co.uk
Fire and security

Pearson Hunter
Park House, 22 Park Street, 
Croydon CR0 1YE
T: 0203 633 2355
siju.r@pearsonhunter.com
www.pearsonhunter.com
Recruitment

REA Associates
2 Woodberry Grove, 
London N12 0DR
T: 020 8886 6354
ajay.rathor@reasso.com
www.reasso.com
Data science

Rise
Rise House, 5-13 Trinity Street, 
London SE1 1DB
T: 020 7939 6000
andrewl@rise.eu.com
www.rise.eu.com
Project management

Rosland Capital Ltd 
Finsgate, 5-7 Cranwood Street, 
London EC1V 9EE
T: 020 3696 2100
enquiries@rosland.co.uk
www.rosland.co.uk
Commodities trading

Rubica Change and Analytics
PO Box 8223, Reading RG6 9RR
T: 0333 241 3008
hello@rubica.co.uk
www.rubica.co.uk
Consultancy

Sacomex Limited
Building 3, 
North London Business Park, 
Oakleigh Road South, 
London N11 1GN
T: 07572 266649
sandra@sacomex.net
Chemical and metal trading

Safbuild Ltd
Unit 58, Pinnacle Tower, 
11 Saffron Central Square, 
Croydon CR0 2GE
T: 07780 856063
info@safbuild.com
www.safbuild.com
Products for construction industry

Sandler West London
3 Shortlands, Hammersmith, 
London W6 8DA
T: 020 3609 8771
chris.ginnelly@sandler.com
www.westlondon.sandler.com
Training provider

Santander PLC (UK)
36-37 King Street, Hammersmith, 
London W6 9HW
T: 07900 493468
imran.raja@santander.co.uk
Bank

Shakespeare Martineau LLP 
60 Gracechurch Street, 
London EC3V 0HR
T: 020 7264 4444
www.shma.co.uk
Law firm

The African Diaspora 
Union Ltd
118-120 London Road, 
Mitchum CR4 3LB
T: 020 8653 9458
lifechance2000@yahoo.com
www.africandiasporaunion.org
Business support

The County Ground, 
Beckenham 
Kent County Cricket Club, Worsley 
Bridge Road, Beckenham BR3 1RL
T: 020 3490 2370
anna.spencer.kent@ecb.co.uk
www.kentcricket.co.uk
Sports venue

WeSlash
29 Lonsdale Square, 
London N1 1EW
T: 07521 996850
antonia@side.co
http://uk.side.co
Recruitment

WPA Healthcare Practice
Springfield House, Horn Lane, 
London W3 6NU
T: 020 8992 1319
Cora.corrigan@wpa.org.uk
Not-for-profit health insurer
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Lillie Square, London SW6

LILLIE Square is one of the highest profile 
commercial and residential developments in 
London, transforming a 7.4 acre car park into 
over 800 multi-million pound luxury apartments, 
townhouses and penthouse suites, including 
below ground structures waterproofed by 
Newton Waterproofing in accordance with British 
Standard 8102:2009.  

Located in Earls Court, the developments’ 
distinctive contemporary architecture draws 
from the heritage of West London and references 
the traditional garden squares, mansions and 
townhouses that feature throughout Kensington, 
Chelsea and Fulham.   

Phased Development 
Due to its scale, the project is being delivered in 
two phases over the course of five years, with 
Sir Robert McAlpine appointed as the main 
contractor overseeing the first phase. The first 
five buildings were successfully completed in 
March 2014 and all apartments already sold, 
making it the fastest selling London development 
at the time.

Designed by a multi-award winning team 
of interior and exterior architects and one of 
the world’s leading landscaping and garden 
designers, Lillie Square has been created with 
generous proportions and the finest materials. 
The building includes a resident’s clubhouse with 
indoor heated swimming pool, jacuzzi, sauna, 
steam rooms, spa treatment rooms, gym, private 
cinema and function room. 

Protection for the Lifetime  
of a Structure
Every element of the building design has 
been specified with the structure’s lifetime 
performance, efficiency, sustainability and cost in 
mind, including the waterproofing requirements 
which are often not given enough thought 
at the planning and design stages. However 
with both Sir Robert McAlpine and Newton 
Specialist Basement Contractors Stonehouse 
Property Care on board, Lillie Square gave early 
consideration to a thorough waterproofing 

solution, ensuring that it was effectively installed 
and mitigating against any costly water damage 
and future remedial work.

The project also benefited from the 
partnership between Newton Waterproofing, 
who possess an advanced range of 
waterproofing materials and technical expertise, 
and Stonehouse Property Care with their 
specialist design and installation experience. This 
long-term partnership has seen both companies 
work on a vast portfolio of London and UK-
wide properties ranging from the smallest 
domestic projects, to residential developments, 
commercial buildings and extensive civil projects.
 
Basement Waterproofing
Newton Waterproofing provides waterproofing 
products to fulfil all 3 ‘Types’ of waterproofing 
as defined within BS 8102:2009. In the case of 
Lillie Square the best solution was judged to be a 
combination of the ‘Type C’ Newton System 500 
cavity drainage solution and the ‘Type A’ Newton 

107F cementitious membrane.
With Newton System 500 it is accepted that 

water may enter the structure at a defect, and 
internal cavity membranes are used to capture 
it. At Lillie Square System 500 was installed 
throughout the basement areas, including the 
swimming pool, in order to depressurise and 
manage any ingressing water. Once captured, 
Newton Basedrain provides a drainage channel to 
one of four separate sump chambers containing 
dual pumping systems and supported by 
high water level alarms, battery backup units 
and power inverters in order to mechanically 
discharge the water from the structure.

A combination of 2 ‘Types’ of waterproofing 
at Lillie Square was deemed as a suitable 
combination to provide a habitable internal 
space with a completely dry environment, 
defined as ‘Grade 3’ by BS 8102:2009. However, 
whichever combination of waterproofing is 
chosen to achieve this, in most cases the safest 
combination will include a Type C cavity drain 
membrane as one form of waterproofing, with 
the other form largely dictated by the nature of 
the structure.

At Lillie Square the Newton 107F cementitious, 
liquid-applied ‘Type A’ membrane was this 
second form of waterproofing. The fact that 
the membrane can be spray-applied makes it 
particularly suitable for large projects, whilst from 
a technical perspective the cured membrane can 
resist large heads of both positive and negative 
water pressure, whilst being both extremely 
tough and flexible at the same time.
 
Result
By getting involved at an early stage and working 
in collaboration with the main contractor as the 
‘waterproofing specialist’ within the design team, 
Newton were able to design a fully integrated 
waterproofing solution as an integral part of 
the project, whilst Lillie Square also fulfilled 
the recommendations of British Standard 
8102:2009. This effective groundwork was then 
backed up by the specialist expertise of Newton 
Specialist Contractor Stonehouse Property Care, 
whose professional installation has ensured 
that the below ground areas of this prestigious 
development achieve the desired level of 
waterproofing protection.

i  For further info, tel: +44(0)1732 360 095, 
email: info@newtonwaterproofing.co.uk or 
visit: www.newtonwaterproofing.co.uk



Five  
reasons  
to choose  
the cloud

3  Collaborate  
anytime, anywhere

Important data doesn’t need to be locked 
away in your shop, factory, warehouse or 
office. Moving it to the cloud means it’s 
accessible whenever and wherever you 
need it. And when location is irrelevant, you 
can be as productive in France as you can 
in the office, you can hire the best people 
– no matter where they’re based – and you 
can locate your office anywhere. 

4  
 More efficient admin

Invoicing, accounts, scheduling and payroll 
don’t have to take up all your time. A host 
of cloud services are now devoted to 
making it easier to keep up-to-date with 
admin – and finish it faster. It means less 
time bogged down in admin, and more 
spent thinking about your business. 

5  
 Better decision-making

Cloud systems put quality information in 
front of you, so you make better decisions, 
with fewer mistakes and less effort. There’s 
an array of apps to segment and analyse 
your data, helping you uncover valuable 
insights into your business. 

1     
 Improved  
customer service

CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 
services make it easy for anyone in your team 
to find customers’ details, purchase history and 
more - so it’s easier to do business. The cloud 
has made previously expensive and unwieldly 
CRMs much more accessible. They’re now 
one of the simplest ways to weave customer 
experience into everyone’s daily routine.

2   Protect your most  
valuable data

You don’t need to stock up on expensive 
servers and security systems to keep your most 
important data safe. The cloud offers practically 
limitless storage. And, with the right package, 
you can benefit from enterprise-level data 
security - without the consultancy, purchase, 

In the mood for more? Learn how just  
1GB of connectivity could transform  
your business at virg.in/just1gb,  
or call us on 0808 231 7013

Here’s our top five reasons you  
should be thinking about moving  
to the cloud:

The cloud is here, and it  
has real business benefits.
For a start, you don’t have to install lots of tech  
onto your own machines; you automatically get  
access to the latest software, without having to 
manage and maintain it. 

You can also access data and services anywhere,  
on any device. And you only pay for what you use  
– no guesswork, no unnecessary spending, and no 
wasted resources. It’s about flexibility, productivity,  
and communication. And that’s better for business.

[Click/tap for more info]

http://virg.in/just1gb
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THE airline seeks to reflect the best 
of Arabian hospitality – cultured, 
considerate, warm and generous – 
as well as enhance the prestige of 
Abu Dhabi as a centre of hospitality 
between East and West. Every year, 
they receive a range of awards that 
reflect their position as one of the 
world’s leading premium airline 
brands, including the ‘World’s 
Leading Airline’ at the World Travel 
Awards for eight consecutive years. 
Last year they were awarded 5-star 
status by global airline quality 
ranking company, Skytrax.

Flying Reimagined:
Etihad consider their travellers 
‘guests’ and are committed to 
making sure that every time they 
fly, their journey is truly remarkable. 
With constant innovation, they’re 
re-thinking the small things 
that make big differences with 
contemporary living spaces in the 
air offering unparalleled comfort 
and service. With one of the most 
modern fleet in the sky, guests in 
all cabins can be productive or relax 
with Wi-Fi access and hundreds of 
hours of entertainment including 
seven live sport and news channels.

Economy Class
Etihad have introduced new 
elements that will make your 
journey a more relaxing one. 
Cabins are refreshed with a new 
range of pillows and blankets. 
On longer flights, Etihad provide 
offer a unique pillow that converts 
to a neck pillow to help guests 
sleep.  Further benefits include the 
introduction of a blanket bag that 
doubles up as a convenient tidy 
bag to store personal belongings, 
all combined with new amenity kits 
and enhanced food and beverage 
offering. When it’s time to eat, 
there’s a printed menu with a choice 
of three main meals, always with a 
vegetarian option.

Business Class
The Business Class experience 
has been designed to give guests 
even greater levels of comfort 

and choice. The journey starts in 
Etihad’s luxurious airport lounges 
offering sumptuous international 
buffets or a table service for a more 
formal dining experience. Guests 
departing from Heathrow also have 
access to a Six Senses Spa to enjoy 

a relaxing pre-flight treatment. 
Once onboard, those on longer 
flights will enjoy a turndown service 
featuring a mattress, loungewear 
and slippers. Guided by a ‘Food & 
Beverage manager’, they can select 
from ‘Dine Anytime’ menu inspired 

by upmarket bistros with a new ‘All 
Day’ menu, allowing mealtimes to 
be taken at a preferred time which 
also helps adjust to a new time 
zone. This restaurant experience 
continues with a contemporary 
range of bone china, full sized 
glassware and cutlery inspired by 
the shapes and textures their home, 
Abu Dhabi.

With departures to Abu Dhabi 
from London Heathrow three times 
daily, twice daily from Manchester 
and a five times weekly service 
from Edinburgh, Etihad have an 
ever expanding network of over 100 
destinations. 

Introducing Etihad 
BusinessConnect:
Etihad BusinessConnect is our 
loyalty program for businesses 
that rewards both businesses 
and travellers.  Tailor made 
for companies with between 
2 and 50 business travellers, 
BusinessConnect connects your 
employees’ Etihad Guest accounts 
so while they’re racking up miles for 
themselves they’re also amassing 
them for your company, meaning 
you get even more free flights 
and upgrades. The more travellers 
that connect, the more miles and 
benefits you receive.

i  Learn more and register your 
business, visit: www.
etihadbusinessconnect.com or 
email: businessconnectuk@ 
etihad.ae

Etihad Airways commenced operations in November 2003 and has developed 
into one of the fastest growing airlines in the history of commercial aviation. 

Etihad Airways: 
Flying Reimagined

Etihad’s A380 which departs three times 
daily from London Heathrow to Abu Dhabi

Economy Class

Etihad’s Business Class 
Food & Beverage ManagerCabin crew

“Etihad consider 
their travellers 
‘guests’ and are 
committed to 
making sure that 
every time they 
fly, their journey is 
truly remarkable.” 

http://www.etihadbusinessconnect.com
http://www.etihadbusinessconnect.com
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A studio instead of a seat.
It’s not business as usual.

Discover the di�erence  
between a conventional seat and  
an actual studio in Business Class on the 
new Etihad A380. Both spacious and private,  
our Business Studio provides a unique environment for  
guests to work, rest and play. It’s a do anything space where  
you can enjoy a ‘Dine Anytime’ menu, with expert guidance from  
our onboard Food & Beverage Manager. Or you can simply relax in  
the fully-flat bed. When was Business Class ever like this?

Flying Reimagined
#Reimagined  |  etihad.com  | 

Our A380 flies from London to Abu Dhabi, Sydney, Melbourne and Mumbai.

224083 -5-17 LBM Etihad Airways.indd   1 20/04/2017   12:17
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7 tips for finding a great Virtual Assistant
A Virtual Assistant is the 
savvy entrepreneur’s 
secret weapon.  Here are 
our top tips for finding 
your next aide: 

1. Look for someone in the 
same time-zone
Don’t commit to a person in 
a time-zone where the two of 
you are having meetings at 
4am and 10pm! 

2. Shop around
There will be great cheaper 
options and bad expensive 
options. It’s not always about 
the rate.

3. Have them prove their skills
Hire for a trial period and have 
the VA prove they can do what 
you need. Consider giving 
them a few practical tests as 
part of the hiring process. 

4. Look for links with VA 
associations
This doesn’t guarantee 
the quality of the person 
necessarily, but it does show 
they care enough to stay 
informed. 

5. Be clear as to how you want 
to communicate
Consider the software you 

use and how often will you 
be communicating or expect 
communication.

6. Don’t discount a candidate 
if they don’t know a specific 
program 
VAs tend to be self-motivated, 
so they also tend to learn 
quickly. Give them a chance to 
learn. 

7. Look for motivated, time-
focused people who take 
pride in their work & like a 
challenge
You’re looking for someone 
who can be polite and 

careful in their written 
communications. Seek out 
someone who isn’t afraid to 
challenge, but who does so 
politely. 

i  For the ultimate guide to 
finding a great virtual assistant, 
visit www.securitydrivers.co.uk/
virtual-assistants

Boosting leads and sales with the right marketing
Thousands of new businesses 
are launched in the UK each 
year, providing creative 
solutions and services to 
potential customers. 

People average three or more 
hours online each day, with 80 per 
cent of us using the internet to 
find products or services. 

But if these businesses lack the 
correct digital marketing, target 
audiences won’t be able to find 
them in their searches. 
 
Paving the way
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) 
is a term used a lot in digital 
marketing, but it’s something 
several businesses either fail to 
consider, appreciate, or think of as 
something that can be ignored or 
postponed.

Studies of Internet usage show 
that people rarely look past the 

first ten results, meaning it’s vital 
your business ranks as high as 
possible in searches and has a 
strong digital presence.

There are two options. Either try 
and navigate the ever-changing 
and evolving SEO industry yourself 
or find a partner dedicated to 
boosting your business’s market 
share using the right tools and up-
to-date knowledge.

Converting traffic into 
sales
As the number of people using the 
web grows, standing out from the 
crowd is becoming increasingly 
difficult. 

If your site and SEO activities are 
not appropriately optimised, your 
business may be missing out on 
potential revenue and returning 
business. 

This makes a comprehensive 
and tailored marketing strategy a 
must for any business.
 
Finding the right partner

All of the businesses Optus 
Digital has worked with have seen 
increased year-on-year growth in 
their online traffic, market visibility 
as well as sales and leads. 
SureSet UK – a paving company – 
came to Optus looking to expand 
on their already impressive sales 

by increasing their online presence.  
Optus created a strategy designed 
to leverage the business’ full SEO 
potential, boosting SureSet’s 
desktop and mobile traffic by 30 
per cent within two months of the 
strategy’s launch.  
By improving keyword rankings – 
like “Garden Paving” which jumped 
56 positions – Optus brought 
SureSet’s search ranking in-line 
with big brands like B&Q and 
Jewson. 
Working with Optus ensures that 
you’ll see year-on-year growth in 
your traffic, leads, and/or sales.

i  For more details, contact us: 
www.optusdigital.co.uk

HSF health plan – a benefit to save you money, every day!
LCCI Member company employees can 
now benefit from a new health cash plan.

At HSF health plan we provide schemes that 
help people with their everyday healthcare 
and now the ‘everyday’ is more important 
now than ever. With HSF health plan you 
get an extensive range of benefits to help 
with everyday health care costs, access to 
a real Doctor 24 hours a day and exclusive 
discounts and offers on everyday shopping, 
fitness and days out plus much more.

Getting money back for visits to the dentist, 
optician, physiotherapist, chiropodist and 
many more helps with the household 

budget, but HSF health plan’s saving ethos 
doesn’t stop there. There are other ways 
to save! HSF health plan now includes HSF 
Perkbox, which provides a vast selection of 
discounts and special offers. For example, 
our health cash plans start at £52 a year. 

With every plan, you get HSF Perkbox, 
which gives you 5% discount at Sainsbury’s. 
With an average weekly grocery bill at 
£100 you would get £5 off a week, giving 
a saving of £260 a year. Minus the £52 for 
the plan, you would still save £208 a year!

When it comes to things like accessing a GP, 
there can be a long wait: we hear every day 

that GPs are under huge pressure to provide 
services against an impossible budget. 
Worryingly, the average projected time to see 
a GP is going to lengthen over the next 12 
months. Within a HSF health plan, you can 
also access elements of healthcare such as a 
GP advice line, giving you an immediate point 
of contact to get medical advice. And this 
is available 24 hours a day, all your round.

i  For more details, contact HSF health plan 
on 0800 917 2208

http://www.securitydrivers.co.uk/virtual-assistants
http://www.securitydrivers.co.uk/virtual-assistants
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Originally developed for the UK Ministry of 
Defence and GCHQ, Cyberlytic has created the 
Cyber Threat Profiler:

Advanced website security software that detects, 
prioritises and protects your website, applications 
and data from cyber-attack

Advantages:

 Quick and easy 
installation that doesn’t 
require specialist skills

 Self-learning 
algorithms for hands-
off maintenance and 
protection

 No staff training 
required due to 
intuitive interface

 Unique risk-based 
reporting demonstrates 
effective web security

 Supports GDPR 
compliance requirements

 Affordable software 
that works with your 
existing software and 
network

Affordable website 
security for SME’s

www.cyberlytic.com

224154-5-17LBM Cyberlytic.indd   1 25/04/2017   16:24

Cyber warfare, Internet fraud, 
social engineering, serious 
organised crime and state-
sponsored cyber-attacks. It’s fair to 
say that there is a lot of attention 
being given to cyber security today 
and probably for the foreseeable 
future. Of course, you should 
consider your cyber security 
strategy and where necessary, 
make changes to protect your 
most important digital assets; 
but there is no need to panic!

It’s true that the number of cyber-
attacks is growing and that attacks 
are becoming more sophisticated. 
This can be attributed to risk versus 
reward still favouring the criminal, 
which has led to an increase in 
attack-automation and use of 
artificial intelligence (by attackers 
and defenders). However, it’s fair to 
say most businesses will never be on 
the receiving end of a sophisticated 
attack and doing the basics will be 
enough to prevent most attacks 
from being successful. 

Businesses that we speak to are 

making small changes and doing 
the basics to reduce their risk of 
being a victim (see https://www.
gov.uk/government/publications/
cyber-risk-management-a-board-
level-responsibility/10-steps-
summary to see the government’s 
advice). It’s about understanding 
what’s important to you and your 
business and putting measures in 
place to make sure those assets are 
adequately protected.

Cyberlytic provides website 
security software for SMEs. 
Our software gives businesses 
the peace of mind that the vast 
majority of web-based attacks are 
unsuccessful. However, should you 
ever be attacked by something 
more sophisticated, then our 
software’s advanced, self-learning 
algorithms will detect and prevent 
them from escalating to the point 
where it becomes a problem.

i  To learn more, arrange a demo 
or book a free trial, please contact  
LBM-Offer@cyberlytic.com.

Stuart Laidlaw

Cyber security,  
a lot of it is noise...

[Click/tap for more info]
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SINCE its launch in 2001, 
Jump Studios has gained a 
formidable reputation 
for ground-breaking work 
that challenges the 
established orthodoxies that 
inform commercial architecture, 
redefining spatial archetypes 
in the spheres of workplace, 
hospitality, sport and 
entertainment design. 

We understand that as 
technological, social and 
economic forces change and 
shape the world we live in, 
our relationship with spaces 
and how we interact with the 
built environment must also 

change. This is most apparent 
in our cities where globalizing 
forces are reframing the 
city centre as a hub for an 
increasingly interrelated range of 
activities and dynamics.

New work patterns are emerging, 
along with a nomadic creative 
class and a burgeoning culture 
economy, resulting in the need 
for new space models that blend 
living, learning, working and 
leisure. We believe that good 
design is a powerful tool to 
reframe the city experience, 
resulting in relevant, effective 
and inspiring solutions, both at 
work and at play.

Architects + Designers + Makers + Thinkers.
www.jump-studios.com

Clients include:
Google . Saatchi & Saatchi . Fidelity . Allen & Overy . Rapha . Nike . 
Red Bull . The O2 Arena . Tottenham Hotspur FC . Selfridges . 
Fortnum & Mason . Adidas . Cloudflare . Levi’s Starwood Hotels . 
The Ministry of Sound . Ocado. 7 Digital . Lord’s Cricket Ground . 

[Click/tap for more info]

http://www.cyberlytic.com
http://www.jump-studios.com
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WHILE the nature of our global 
economy makes future gazing 
virtually impossible, our increasingly 
volatile world has a huge appetite 
for quality MBA graduates. 

Future leaders must be global 
in their approach, with a focus 
on sustainability, resilience and 
agility. They need the knowledge 
and insight to know how to 
manage within complex corporate 
environments, but equally, they 
need the speed of thought and 
the ability to innovate in order to 
operate like start-ups. 

An MBA provides life skills 
required not just by large 
businesses, but by public sector 
organisations, charities, SMEs 
and start-ups; anywhere there 
is an ongoing need for qualified 
managers in the marketplace. 

The reasons for people 
taking an MBA are no 

longer predominantly financial. 
AMBA’s Career and Salary 
Report 2016 showed that almost 
nine in 10 (86%) respondents 
agreed or strongly agreed that 
working for a responsible/ 
sustainable organisation is as 
important as a high salary. 

An MBA focuses on giving a 
holistic understanding of the core 
areas of running a business such as 
marketing, operations and finance 
as well as sustainable business 
practice and innovation.  

But an MBA can offer 
more than that, it is a 
transformative experience. 

An MBA can enhance 
your salary, position 
and networking 
opportunities…
Completing an MBA is a solid 
investment for a hardworking, 
ambitious and motivated person 
who believes they are suited to 
a role in senior management. 
It can help you move up the 
career ladder, create networks 
and open doors that you may 
never have considered before. 

Although it’s a considerable 
commitment, if you know that 
you’re the type of person who can 
handle the challenge of holding 
a leadership position and are 
prepared to continuously learn and 
develop new skills throughout your 
career, then an MBA could be the 
best option for you.  

So what, in particular, can MBA 
graduates expect to gain?

Increased knowledge and 
transferable skills
While studying an MBA, you will 
develop a proficiency in leadership 
and gain an in-depth understanding 
of management strategy. These are 
vital skills that you can apply to all 
areas of business and are equally 
attractive to prospective employers. 

During your MBA, you will get the 
opportunity to work on team-based 
projects. Through these you will 
develop practical skills in people 
management, as well as teamwork 
and negotiation. You may also be 
required to complete modules 
that require public speaking; a 
key attribute of a leader is their 
ability to communicate effectively 
and to be perceived as confident, 
knowledgeable and calm. 

You will have the opportunity 
to gain a holistic understanding 
of all aspects of business; not 
just the areas in which you work. 
You will develop an increased 
understanding of these roles, which 
is paramount as a business leader.

Salary increase
If you’re looking for a high-earning 
role, an MBA could be the route 
for you. AMBA’s Career 

and Salary Report 2016 also 
revealed that UK based, AMBA-
accredited MBA graduates that 
completed their MBA in 2014 
experienced a 20% salary increase 
within one year of graduation. In 
addition, the report highlighted 
that UK based AMBA-accredited 
graduates reported an average 
current salary of £88,568 (median: 
£71,000). 

However, money is no longer 
the main reason that people take 
an MBA. Our research shows that 
one of the reasons is to take part in 
more ‘worthwhile’ things and make 
a difference. 

Career prospects
Completing an MBA is a 
great way to stand out as 
a potential candidate for 
promotion opportunities. Our 
2016 survey also found that 
pre-MBA 15% of respondents 
held senior management 
positions but this increased to 
25% respondents a year after 
graduating from their MBA.

Research conducted by 
AMBA’s strategic partner 
the Graduate 

The value of an MBA

Andrew Main Wilson, 
chief executive,  
the Association of MBAs 
(AMBA)

Executive Education May 2017
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Management Admissions Council 
(GMAC) found that 84% of 
employers planned to recruit 
MBAs in 2015 compared to 74% 
in 2014. In fact, the MBA was the 
most sought after postgraduate 
qualification in the opinion of the 
employers surveyed.

At the same time, if you want 
to start your own business the 
MBA will instil many fundamental 
skills required for such a move. 
Classes on business strategy 
and collaboration as well as 
the network of contacts you 
will gain throughout your 
studies, will put you in a great 
position to make this leap. 

Several Business Schools also 
have specialist entrepreneurship 
and ‘intrepreneurship’ groups 
or courses for leaders who wish 
to set up their own business or 
innovate their current organisation. 
With these transferable generalist 
skills, the MBA is also a sensible 
option for those wishing to 
change sector or industry. 

The MBA provides life skills 
required not just by large 

corporates, but by 
charities, small to 

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 
and start-ups, where there is an 
ongoing need for better trained and 
qualified managers. 

Networking
During your MBA you will meet and 
build relationships with some of the 
best business minds in the world. 
Your tutors and lecturers will share 
their knowledge and experience 
with you, and there will be regular 
talks and guest lectures from 
industry leaders.

The people who will study 
alongside you also make great 
networking contacts. During 
your course they can help as a 
soundboard to test ideas as they 
will be experiencing the same 
things as you. Afterwards, they will 
be likely to be successful in their 
field, so will be excellent contacts 
for your future career.

Studying for an MBA gives you an 
exceptional platform for networking 
at the highest level. You will be part 
of a diverse and experienced group 
of professionals, studying with 
people who have been carefully 
selected, while benefiting from 
top quality connections with the 
alumni of some of the world’s best 
Business Schools. Also, some are 

likely to become lifelong friends. 

What is an AMBA-
accredited MBA?
Accreditation is at the heart of the 
AMBAs’ commitment to developing 
standards in global postgraduate 
management education.
• We accredit MBA, Doctor 

of Business Administration 
(DBD) and Master of 
Business Management 
(MBM) programmes at more 
than 245 business schools 
in over 85 countries

• Our rigorous assessment criteria 
ensure that only highest calibre 
programmes, demonstrating 
the best standards in teaching, 
curricula, and student interaction, 
achieve AMBA accreditation

• Our accreditation is international 
in scope and reach and we work 
with senior academics at top 
educational institutions around 
the world to continuously 
update our accreditation 
policies and maintain our 
unique, in-depth and detailed 
approach to driving standards

• We believe that accredited 
programmes should be 
of the highest quality and 
reflect changing trends and 
innovation in postgraduate 
management education

• Our accreditation process 
reflects this commitment 
to fostering innovation and 
challenges Business Schools 
to continuously perform at the 
highest level

Each AMBA-accredited programme 
will vary and the MBA, DBA and 
MBM each offer different things. 
Most MBA students appreciate 
the flexibility the course offers – 
with some completing part-time 
MBAs, specialist MBAs, full-time 
MBAs or Executive MBAs (EMBA 
programmes), which are designed 
for people in leadership positions 
wishing to hone their skills, while 
remaining in a full-time role.  

Alumni from AMBA-accredited 
programmes have gone onto 
a variety of different industries 
public and private; corporate and 
non-profit organisations. There are 
a number of notable alumni from 
AMBA accredited programmes 
in the UK, including the CEO of 
Coca Cola, Muhtar Kent (Cass 
Business School), former Deputy 
Prime Minister of Thailand, Dr 
Sahas Bunditkul (Leeds University 
Business School) and former CEO 
of Citroen, Linda Jackson (Warwick 
Business School). 

AMBA has a membership 
network of more than 23,500 
MBA students and graduates in 
more than 150 countries across 
the world, who regularly connect 
via our online community or at our 
social events across the globe, to 
innovate and collaborate. 

We are here to support you 
throughout your entire MBA 
journey, from researching the right 
courses to offering support during 
and after your studies, through 
knowledge sharing, networking and 
learning events. 

i  For more information visit: 
Association of MBAs – 

Thinking of doing an 
MBA?

http://community.mbaworld.com/looking_to_do_an_mba
http://community.mbaworld.com/looking_to_do_an_mba
http://community.mbaworld.com/looking_to_do_an_mba
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If you are a member of LCCI with an offer for other members, contact Jo Cass on: 020 7203 1713 or membersoffers@londonchamber.co.uk

n We are a digital marketing 
agency providing services 
including PPC, SEO, Social 
Media and YouTube advertising 
coupled with high quality Web 
Analytics. Our experienced 
multilingual team provides a 
consistent and predictable 
flow of new customers.

Offer to members
1. Contact us to arrange 

your complimentary 
digital marketing strategy 
consultation.

2. We’ll design your digital 
marketing plan within 1 week 
and discuss it with you.

3. Free set-up on any of our 
advertising services with any 
6 month+ agreement plus 50% 
off Technical SEO and Content 
Strategy.

Contact
Call: +44 (0)203 766 0853
Email: info@web-behaviour.com
Website: web-behaviour.com

n We are offering LCCI 
members a huge discount on 
our Cyber Security Awareness 
course – for a limited time 
only. The course provides an 
overview of: Cyber Security; 
information risk management; 
security testing; hot topics; 
and sources of authoritative 
advice and guidance. Training 
can be held at your premises or 
at our Basingstoke offices on 
a mutually convenient date. 

Offer to members
Up to Six Delegates £1,650 + VAT 
(usually £2,495)
Up to 15 delegates £4,125 + VAT 
(usually £5,750)
Offer applies to bookings made 
prior to Thursday 29 June 2017 

Contact
For further information,  
please contact  
victoria.prewer@ amethystrisk.com

n THIS OFFER IS EXCLUSIVE 
TO LCCI MEMBERS
EMPLOYMENT LAW AUDIT – 
HR HEALTH CHECK
Davenport Solicitors is a specialist 
Employment & Immigration law 
firm, providing efficient and cost 
effective Employment law and 
Business immigration solutions 
that deliver outstanding results 
to our clients.  It’s important that 
business owners comply with 
Employment and Immigration law 
to protect themselves and their 
business. The key to minimising 
employment law tribunal claims 
is simple, correct procedures 
and policies must be in place. 

Offer to members
50% off the Davenport Solicitors 
HR Audit: A full review and 
assessment of your current 
HR practices and a report 
highlighting any areas of concern 
and improvements that should 
be made. 

Contact
Vandana Dass
v.dass@davenportsolicitors.com
Tel: 0207 959 2358
www.davenportsolicitors.com

n Kent County Cricket Club in 
Beckenham are hosting Sri Lanka 
as they take on Scotland in two 
50-over games ahead of the 
Champions Trophy this summer. 
The two teams will meet on Sun 
21st May and Tues 23rd May. 

Offer to members
Corporate Hospitality on Tuesday 
23rd May
2 Course Lunch
Access to Private Bar
Access to Private Balcony 
overlooking the pitch
Free Parking
£40 per head

Contact
Please contact anna.spencer.
kent@ecb.co.uk for more 
information.

n Menzies offer a full range of 
finance and accounting expertise, 
combined with strategic 
commercial thinking to go further 
than just balancing the books. 
We use our in-depth sector 
knowledge and our consultancy 
led approach to challenge your 
objectives and find solutions 
that guide your business 
growth. Brighter Thinking is the 
difference we make to our clients. 

Offer to members
Menzies is delighted to offer you 
a free consultation with one of 
our trusted advisors, where we 
will consider your requirements 
and provide you with a suitable 
and cost effective solution for 
your business.

Contact
To find out how you could 
achieve your business ambitions, 
please contact Robin Hopkins, 
Partner at Menzies LLP:
E: RHopkins@menzies.co.uk
T: 0203 7953473

n The IoT Solutions World 
Congress (Barcelona, 3–5 
October) is the leading 
international event that links the 
Internet of Things with industry. 
Its congress will focus on IoT 
solutions for industries and use 
cases in six areas: Manufacturing, 
Energy & Utilities, Connected 
Transport, Healthcare, Buildings 
& Infrastructure, and Open 
Industry (Retail, Agriculture, 
Mining, Hospitality).
It is organised by Fira de 
Barcelona in partnership with the 
Industrial Internet Consortium, 
the organisation founded by 
AT&T, Cisco, General Electric, 
IBM, and Intel to accelerate 
the growth and widespread 
use of industrial IoT. 

Offer to members
LCCI members can use the 
following registration codes: 
FREE Expo Pass: 0DE235DB
50% Congress Discount (495€): 
9EC7EEE4

Contact
Julia Strubell
Phone: 0207 583 4000
jstrubell@catalonia.com
www.iotsworldcongress.com

n Rubica Change & Analytics 
is the UK & European partner 
for PuMP® - a world-renowned 
performance measurement 
methodology that helps 
organisations build KPI’s that 
are aligned to their strategy and 
supports them in achieving their 
strategic goals.  Join our next 
PuMP® workshop in London 
on 23-24 May, to redesign the 
way you measure organisational 
performance so you can 
make easier, faster and better 
informed business decisions. 

Offer to members
Join us at our next London 
PuMP® workshop on the 23-24 
May and receive 10% off the 
usual workshop price. To find out 
more about the workshop visit 
http://bit.ly/PuMPWorkshop

Contact
hello@rubica.co.uk
0333 241 3008

n We are Magnetic – a full-
service creative design agency 
working across print, advertising, 
web and Augmented Reality to 
transform brands to their full 
potential. We are a team of global 
strategists, designers and account 
managers, working together as 
one coherent team to bring our 
knowledge and skills to every one 
of our clients, wherever they are 
in the world. Our team have the 
expertise to design everything 
from concept development 
to entire global campaigns. 

Offer to members
Imagine technology that does 
your sales pitch for you. Clients 
scan your business card to learn 
about your business in real-time. 
We are offering x50 business 
cards enriched with Augmented 
Reality, designed & printed for 
£15! Valid until July 2017.

Contact
hello@magnetic-london.co.uk 
www.magnetic-london.co.uk
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Slater and Gordon (UK) LLP is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.

Offices in London, Manchester 
and throughout the UK.

For more information call:  

0203 319 2685
slatergordon.co.uk

S l at e r  a n d  G o r d o n  B u S i n e S S  l e G a l  S e r v i c e S

Legal maze 
ahead.

We’ll see 
you through.

• Business advisory

• Business employment

• Business dispute resolution

• Commercial real estate

• Construction and engineering

• Regulatory – health and safety, 
environmental, financial

• Corporate reputation

[Click/tap for more info]

http://www.slatergordon.co.uk

